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Abstract 
cosmetics has been one of the heaviest consumed consumer 
produG'ts in the western world long ago. However , its potential in 
China has never been investigated in great depth and not even the 
consumer behavior of millions of Chinese. In our research, we 
first attempt to explore the market potential of various categories 
of cosmetics. In our first survey, 210 and 381 respondents were 
selected in Shanghai and Guangzhou respectively to order to figure 
out the potential of different categories in the markets and it 
reveals to us that skin cream/ lotion is the most promising product 
category among the counterparts in both cities. 
Afterwards, we narrow down our focus to study the 
consumer behavior for skin cream/ lotion in the Shanghai and 
Guangzhou markets. In the second survey, 84 and 169 respondents 
--
were chosen In Shanghai and Guangzhou for an extensive and 
descriptive analysis on their behaviors towards skin cream/ lotion. 
Comparison between the two markets are made to highlight the 
important aspects in the consumer behavior for Chinese. A 
multiattribute model is utilized to predict their attitudes towards 
6 selected imported or joint-venture brands and salient attributes 
are being identified too. 
Although marketing a ~consumer product like skin cream/ 
lotion in China is full of challenges, the results would be very 
re:warding and we hope the findings and recommendations In our 
research can help marketers to understand their prospective 
consumers in a greater depth. 
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1.0 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation of study 
studies of consumer behavior in the People's Republic of 
China (PRC) are rather new area in the contemporary marketing 
literature, it is a very challenging task to explore and 
investigate what kinds of · consumers can be found in the world 
largest consumer market. wi th the opening of the China market 
started over ten years ago incomes have increased as well as the 
living standard of the Chinese people. Moreover, .,~.~there is a 
dramatic increase in demand for all kinds of consumer products as 
the people now want something more than necessities. since the 
economy is becoming more prosperous, ' working women pay more 
attention to their beauty common among women in all nations. As a 
consequence, sales of cosmetics have been rlslng significantly 
during the last decade. Therefore, the cosmetics market in China 
is potentially very profitable. Hence, it is h.igh time for us to 
act as a ploneer in investigating the basics of consumer behavior 
in China for the category of cosmetics. 
Owing to the fact that the PRC 1S such a large country 
and composed of numerous cultures, the consumers ln different 
geographical areas are d-ifferent. Hence, their everyday behavior 
as well as the way they perce1ve things lS quite dis'tinct. 
However, the basic needs and perceptions should be fundamentally 
similar. For this reason and due to practical time constraints, we 
2 
decided to investigate o~ly two of the largest cities in China. 
Also, because urban development is mainly clustered in the coastal 
area ~L the PRC, the market potential of these cities should be 
much higher than their counterparts 
country_ Further, Shanghai and 
in the other areas of the 
Guangzhou are the most 
representative cities in the central coastal and southern part of 
China ln terms of their urban development as well as the 
composition of population. We will also be able to compare 
consumer behavior in these two significant areas. 
...-'::-.-
Despite our personal interests and enthusiasm ln the , 
China market, we also hope that the findings and analysis in this 
research will contribute to any further research on the topic. 
Furthermore, the guidelines.recommended at the end of our research 
should be of value to current as well as prospective practitioners 
in 'the PRC cosmetics industry. 
1.2 study objectives 
The objectives of study can be briefly summarized as 
follows : 
• To build up a general picture of consumer behavior in the 
cosmetics markets of Guangzhou and Shanghai in order to 
better understarid the PRC cosmetic~ marketplace. 
• To explore and identify the market opportunities within 
the product category of skin cream/lotion. 
• To compare and contrast the consumer behavior for skin 
cream/lotion in Shanghai as well as in Guangzhou. 
• To explore consumer perceptions, atti tudes and needs wi th 
regard to six selected brands ln the Shanghai and 
Guangzhou markets. 
• · To find out the most salient attributes in the choice of 
brands for skin cream/lotion. 
• To determine the current posi tioning of the selected 
brands in the two markets and to define and segment the 
skin cream/lotion market. 
• To construct some guidelines for industry practitioners 
in marketing skin cream/lotion products in the PRe. 
1.3 Method 
_ .. ' Our research was divided into two phases 
incorporated two individual but interrelated surveys. 
1.3.1 Phase One 
4 
which 
Phase one included a literature review and an exploratory 
survey. The primary aim of the first survey was to understand and 
to build up a general picture of consumer behavior in t9 . e cosmetics 
markets ln Guangzhou and Shanghai. Secondly, it also helped to 
explore and reveal the market opportunities and shed light on the 
directions of the following descriptive survey (i.e. in Phase Two) . 
In other words, the category of cosmetics that won the highest 
consumption would become the focus object of the next comprehensive 
survey. After the preliminary analysis, it was concluded that the 
category of skin cream/lotion was the most popular product class 
and it also possessed the highest consumption level. Moreover, six 
brands which consumers were most aware of, which were ei ther 
imported or produced by joint-venture firms, were selected for 
further in-depth investigation . . 
1.3.1.1 Questionnaire Design 
The , blank questionnaire is attached in Appendix I for 
5 
reference. The content of the questionnaire is briefly 
divided into the following areas : 
• Respondent's demographic and biographic particulars. 
• Consumption pattern of various cosmetics products and 
personal care products. (ie. brand variety, usage level, 
purchasing channels) 
• Brand awareness and product knowledge. 
• Share of voice of different advertising and promotion 
means. 
• Monthly expense on cosmetics. 
• Potential purchasing power. 
1.3.1.2 Sample Design 
The sampling frame of the survey was chosen to be women 
aged ' between 18 and 35 years old in Shanghai and Guangzhou. It was 
because the women in this age group has been believed to be the 
high income group and they were young enough so that they would 
concern much about their beauty. Hence, they would most likely be 
6 
the potential users and even heavy users of cosmetics. 
'" ~_ Shanghai and Guangzhou were selected because of their 
representative role among the coastal cities ln term of the 
demographic distribution as well as the degree of urbanization. 
Furthermore, these two cities were very often the test markets for 
many cosmetics products. Hence, it was a conventional selection to 
choose these two cities instead of others as the location for the 
research to operate on. 
A convenience sampling method was employed because it was 
almost impossible to obtain a complete list of the sample frame so 
that any kind of probability sampling would seem to be infeasible. 
The convenience sampling method would greatly ease the difficulty 
in finding respondents and in the same time, as the intented number 
of respondents were quite large so as to cover a wide range of 
demographic characteristics. 
' 1.3.1.3 Data Gathering 
Questionnaires were distributed through social ties of 
the researchers ln various financial as well as academic 
institutions at Shanghai and Guangzhou. The majority of the 
completed questionnaires were collected directly by the researchers 
while the remaining would be sent to the researchers by ,mail after 
7 
the collection period. Souvenirs would be distributed to ' increase 
the incentive of the respondents in order to obtain a better 
respons_~. rate. 
1.3.2 Phase Two' 
The second phase of the research mainly consisted of a 
focus group session and a comprehensive questionnaire survey. The 
main focus in this st~ge has been nariowed down from }he general 
cosmetics to the skin cream/lotion. The function of the focus 
group was to tape the vocabularies of the consumers for the skin 
cream/ lotion and based on the observations ln the focus group 
session, an extensive questionnaire was then prepared. 
1.3.2.1 The Focus Group Sessions 
A convenience samples of 10 women aged between 18 and 35 
years old were taken from different occupations as well as age 
groups in order to widen the scope of discussion. One session has 
been carried out in Shanghai and Guangzhou respecti vely. The 
( 
content of the sessions would primarily focus on the psychological 
mind set of the consumers. Their attitudes towards general brands 
in their corresponding market would be explored. Vocabularies as 
well as jargons for the skin care products would be noted down and 
8 
used in the questionnaire of the following survey . 
.... .. ...: ~ 
1.3.2.2 Questionnaire Design 
Questionnaires (both the English and the Chinese version) 
were attached in the Appendix IIA & lIB for reference and 
the content of the questionnaire was briefly divided into 
the following areas : 
• Awareness and familiarity of si~teen brands on markets. 
• Consumption pattern as well as the buying habits of 
current skin cream/lotion users. 
• Users experience towards varlOUS brands. 
• Reasons for the first buy and the degree of influence by 
various promotional technique. 
• Identification of the opinion leader and followers. 
. • Multi~attributes scaling for the attitude towards six 
selected brands of skin cream/lotion. 
• Media habits of ~he current and potential consum~rs. 
9 
• General demographic data of respondents . 
• ," '_ Monthly disposable income. 
1.3.2.3 Sample Design 
150 female respondents aged between 18 - 35 years of age 
in each of the Shanghai and Guangzhou market were selected and they 
would be sampled again by judgement sampling method. ;~ As a very 
comprehensive questionnaire would be utilized to collect data from 
the respondents, the quality of respondents were of prime 
importance so that quali t 'y . respondents were selected from the 
samples in the first survey. 
1.3.1.4 Data Gathering 
Questionnaires were distributed mainly through the postal 
services as the correspondence of the respondents had been recorded 
down from the first survey. It greatly reduced the operating cost 
of survey but the time required was much longer and it took over a 
month time to collect the questionnaire. Nevertheless, it was 
still considered to ,be the most sui table means Slnce the 
comprehensive questionnaire would take the respondents about half 
an ,hour to finish, it was 'more convenient for them to fill it at 
10 
their own convenient time, probably at home. Fortunately, as 
souvenirs would be given upon each completed questionnaire, the 
respons~ rate was found to be satisfactory. 
1.4 Limitations of the study 
• Due to vast geographic 
population of China, it 
area as well as the huge 
might lead to bias in the 
interpretation of results from the if 
projections are made beyond the coastal cities. Also, 
sub-cultural factors were not explored in great depth by 
our research. 
• Since only women aged between 18 and 35 years old were 
sampled, there might be some significant segments of skin 
cream/lotion market omitted ln the sampling frame. 
However, this kind of potential sampling frame error 
should ' be justified against the resources physically 
available for doing the research. 
• .Non-probability sampling technique is being used in the 
two surveys because of the inaccessibility of obtaining 
a complete list of elements within the sampling frame. 
Therefore, there are no appropriate statistical 
techniques for measuring random sampling error . and 
, ..... .... 
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projecting the data beyond the sample is statistically 
inappropriate. 
• As time and resources are limited, only 150 respondents 
can be included in the second phase of the research for 
each of the two markets. A 'larger sample size may 
definitely make the distribution tend to be normal. 
However, as the number of respondents for each category 
of the three type of organization is more than 30, "it is 
an acceptable and economical sample. ' In addiJ;ion, since 
the quality of the respondents is a much more important 
factor ln the comprehensive and descriptive survey, 
quantity will be sacrificed. 
.... . ... ~ 
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2.0 overview of the cosmetics Industry in the People's 
Republic of China 
~-
, .... .. ..... 
2.1 History of cosmetics Industry1 
The cosmetics industry ln China has a history of 85 
years. The earliest producer of "snow cream" is the Kong Seng Hong 
Company in Shanghai. In 1935, there were slightly more than 100 
establishments manufacturing cosmetics and the number reached 150 
' in 1948 and 286 in 1957. After amalgamation and natio!:talization, 
the number of producers was reduced to 12 in 1957. During the 
Cultural Revolution, cosmetics were treated as extravagant products 
and the cosmetics industry in China floundered till the Fall of 
"Gang of Four" ln 1976. Due to the changes in socio-economic 
environment, cosmetics industry started to trend up again in 1979. 
In 1983, there were totally 625 producers over the country and 
generated a production value of 0.55 billion Yuan and the number 
shot up to around 3,000 in 1987. 
Besides hundreds of brand products made by local 
manufacturers such as Ballet, Ruby and Shimei etc., cosmetics 
products made by joint-ventures started to emerge in the shelves 
of the department stores e.g. Rejoice, oil of Ulan and Soft Sense 
skin ' cream. On top of those China-made items, imported cosmetics 
Shanghai Yearbook 1988, Shanghai People's Publication Institution, pp. 455 - 456. 
,o\-~ ~ ~i% ~f,· ~~ J!<k~ tP~ WxA~t. It:fj ·~-. f.f1J/?t~1{11 ~l\ it" 
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products can also be found, for examples like Christian Dior, 
Shiseido etc .. 
..... .. ..... 
2.2 Environmental Analysis for the cosmetics industry in 
Shanghai and Guangzhou 
2.2.1 cultural & Economic Factors 
2.2.1.1 The Cultural Pe~spective 
Chinese cultural value systems had undergone upheaval 
since 1949 after having run through the Cultural Revolution; Open-
door and Pragmatic policy. The cultural influence of Confucism and 
j 
social disposition from Communist's transformation worked together 
to form a different value system for the Mainland Chinese from 
Chinese in other places of the world. In the research done by 
Oliver H.M. Yau2 , the Chinese cultural values was classified into 
5 orientations namely man-nature; man-himself; relational; time 
and personal activity. In. these 5 dimensions, he described Chinese 
as follows : 
1. Concept of Jen ( ~ ,:, ), Li (4t ) and Pao ("R) - principles guiding 
_ behaviors in a group cause Chinese emphasize the followings : 
2 Oliver H.M. Yau, "Chinese Cultural 'Values: Their Dimensions and Marketing Implications", European 
Journal of Marketing , Vol. 22 No. 5 (1988), pp. 44-57. 
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They keep harmony with the nature and other men, respect for 
authority and group and family~orientation, face-orientation 
and .. -abasement. 
2 . strong belief ln Karma ), the doctrine of the 
mean, situation-orientation and past-time orientation and 
pragmatic. 
Then, he summarized the implication of the Chinese value 
' system on their consumer behaviors as follows 
.:.,:",,-
1. Generally, Chinese consumers would have low expectations 
towards the product he is going to purchase or consume. 
2. They like to have their shopping ln a free environment. 
3. They are more likely to be influenced by opinion leaders. 
4. They rely more on informal source of information than what 
is actually claimed for the product officially. 
5. They tend to be more brand loyal. 
6. They are slow to accept new fashions. or technology. 
1 5 
2.2.1.2 The Economic Perspective 
,' -" The recent economic reform, which was aimed at 
transforming the structure of economy from the product format to 
the commodity format, began in 1978. since the Open-Door and 
Pragmatic Economic policy was enacted, a series of changes have 
been taken place in the different areas of the Chinese economy. 
with regard to agricul ture, the most importa~t change was the 
revitalization of Responsibility System which was attempted to 
. create direct relationships between productivity and reward as well 
.. - ",=" .. -
as permission of private ownership of farmlands. In industry and 
commerce, certain degree of autonomy was downloaded to the 
management board of the enterprises and . a link-with-profit 
remuneration system called the Profit Tax System was adopted among 
the enterprises. In addition, sole proprietorships, of which the 
majority was in the trading field, were allowed to emerge into 
China again since their disappear~nce in the Cultural Revolution. 
During the process of the economic reform, people in 
Guangzhou and Shanghai have enjoyed a very high rate of growth ln 
their incomes. Let's the take annual salary income of worker as an 
index, between 1978 and 1989 in shanghai3 , it had increased from 
Rmb672 ' to Rmb2,512 at an annual growth rate of 12.74% and that of 
16 
Guangzhou4 grew from Rmb700 to Rmb3,272 at a speed of 15.05% per 
year. As the basic need for survival have been met, people in 
Shanghai~ ~ and Guangzhou started to require something further than 
that and aesthetical i terns like fashion and cosmetic products 
become popular and it is reasonable to assume the persistence of 
the uptrend in the coming years provided that the politico-economic 
condition in China remains stable. 
2.2.2 Government 
~:":- ' .-
As PRC economy is planned, the government can intervene 
with or exercise control over · the operation of the cosmetic 
. producers in the following ways: 
1. Pricing Unique pricing for the same products 1n the same 
city. 
2. Distribution: Ideally, the final products from a factory 
will flow through a 3-Layer Distribution 
systemS, which can be summarized as the 
followings : 
4 Guangzhou Yearbook 1990, Guangdong People's Publication Institution, pp. 446 - 448. 
5 Extracted frolll the Chapter 9, pp 83 in "The China Market and Special Econolnic Zone "by H. NI . Yall 
and et aI, University Publisher and Printer H.K., 1985. 
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Factory --> First Class Whole-selling station 
.... . ..... 
Second Class Whole-selling station 
Third Class Whole-selling station 
Department store Enterprises 
Department store Sole Proprietor 
Customer 
However, the reform ln the commerce ' system during 
1985 had made the distribution not stick to the above flow and 
the official purchasing unit had no longer been the sole 
first-hand buyer of the output of the factories. Direct deals 
with department stores had become the popular practice for 
manufacturers. 
3. ~romotion 
For national or collective enterpr ises, they are 
18 
limited by the government on their expenses on promotion and 
advertising. But these constraints do not apply to the joint-
-
venture enterpr ises . Therefore, unlike the joint-venture 
producers .serving the national market, the market for the 
locally-produced produ'cts are mainly the proximity of the 
production plants. However, national products like Ruby, 
Ballet and Maxam are the exceptions and all of these long-life 
famous local brands share the same characteristic of low 
price, when in comparison with other national products by the 
joint-venture enterprise. 
4. Government Policy 
In socialist economy, the Planning Board of the 
government has the absolute discretion over the speed and 
pattern of the economic growth of the country by injecting 
resources or giving policy concessions to those preferable 
industries and vice versa. In 1978, in order to turn around 
from past strategy - the over emphasis on heavy industry, the 
Chinese government offered the favorable conditions to light 
industry especially for the consumer products and cosmetic 
industry is one of the beneficiary. 
Another influence from the government .is the foreign 
exchange position. China is a country exercising foreign 
exchange control through which the government can greatly 
19 
regulate the import of certain items. cosmetic goods have 
long been treated as luxurious goods which would become the 
restr icted item when the foreign exchange is scare ln the 
.... .. .... 
reserve. 
2 • 2 • 3 customers 
2.2.3.1 Demographics6 
At the year end of 1989, there was a total population of 
12.76 millions in Shanghai, in which about 1.9 million ·(1~.33% of 
total population) was female aged between 18 - 35 years old. In 
Guangihou, there was 5.85 millions (16.70% of total population) 
people and approximately 977,000 female lay in the above age range. 
Nevertheless, the above numbers of population only cover those 
within the administrative territories. If we treat Shanghai and 
Guangzhou as the shopping centers for the Yangtze River Delta in 
the east and Zhujiang Delta in the south, then the actual size of 
the mark~t in these two cities must be much larger than the figure 
mentioned above. As in the case of Zhujiang Delta, the number of 
population would be 15.89 millions in 1989. 
6 
2.2.3.2 Consumption Power 
In China, urban working population are classified upon 
Shanghai Statistics Yearbook 1990, Sl~anghai People's Publication Institution, pp. 59 - 77. 
Guangzhou Yearbook 1990, Guangdong People's Publication Institution, pp. 24 - 27, pp. ()~ - 70, pp. 443. 
China Population Statistics Yearbook 1989, The China Population Statistics Bureau, pp. 422 - 423. 
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the type of enterprise they work for and into 4 main categories : 
a. ,' .. - National enterprises 
b. Collective enterprises 
c. Sino-foreign joint ventures, Foreign enterprises and 
other enterpris~s. 
d. Sole proprietor and others. 
The whole economy 1S predominated by the national 
enterprises and supplemented by the Sino-foreign joint v~~tures and 
foreign enterprises. Besides, domestic sole proprietorship occupies 
the other minor share in the economy. In Shanghai and Guangzhou 
(1989)7, th~re were 97.68% and 95.36% of total working population 
employed by the first three types of enterprises. Hence, the salary 
incomes of these three groups of workers will be a very good 
indicator of the consumption power of people in these two cities. 
In 1989, the average annual salary income of workers ln 
type (a)" (b) and (c) in Shanghai8 was Rmb2,512 1n which the 
salaries of workers for Sino-foreign joint ventures were the 
hi9hest (ie. Rmb3,319) and that of collective enterprises' workers 
were the lowest (ie. Rmb2,163). Despite the absence of any official 
pUblication about the annual income for the sole proprietor, it is 
7 
8 
Shanghai Statistics Yearbook, Shanghai People's Publication Institution, pp. 59 - 77. 
Guangzhou Yearbook 1990, Guangd~ng People's Publication Institution, pp. 443 - 448. 
Shanghai Statistics Yearbook 1990, Shanghai People's Publication Institution, pp. 59 - 80, pp. 403 - 404. 
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publication about .the annual income for the sole proprietor, it 1S 
generally acknowledged that their income would be the highest among 
the 4 types of working groups. 
Similar case could be found ln Guangzhou9 in which 
workers in type (c) enterpr ises hold the highest salary ( ie. 
Rmb3,832) as compared with that of the lowest (ie. Rmb2,869) for 
type (b) enterprises whereas the overall average 1S Rmb3,272. 
In the case of Zhuj iang Delta, the annual income was 
Rmb2,742. with regard to the per capita cosmetic consumption in 
these two cities, there ~s not any official statistics data 
available. However, based on the estimations by industry 
pra'cti tioners, the annual per capita spending on cosmetic products 
is about 9 Yuan and 12 Yuan ln Shanghai and Guangzhou respectively. 
In the other perspective , it is about 1% of the annual total 
consumption expenditure. As the mentioned figures take the whole 
population into account, the actual value for female aged between 
18 and 35 years old must be much higher than that. To conclude, 
there is a huge market potential for cosmetics in these two cities. 
2.2.4 Competitors 
Since 1978, local cosmetic production has been booming 
9 Guangzhou Yearbook 1990, Guangdong Publication Institution, pp. 443 - 448. 
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and many local famous brands such as Phoenix, Ruby, Shimei from 
Shanghai and Aoqi, Violet, Huazi from Beijiang as well as Tianli 
and Jieh-ua from Guangzhou were produced. There are 5 ma j or 
cosmetic manufacturers in Shanghai and 3 in ' Guangzhou. In order to 
capture and import the advanced technology from the Western world, 
many of these major producers formed joint ventures with foreign 
paitners like the Procter & Gamble (Guangzhou), Shanghai Johnson, 
Alana Bessy (in Shanghai) and so on and so forth. 
As a r~sult of the flourishing development 0f~ cosmetic 
production plus the direct imports, there is a dramatic increase in 
the variety as well as the choices and it greatly intensifies the 
competi tion among the var ious producers 10 • However, due to the 
existence of certain administrative barriers on the outside-the-
province products, together with the psychological resistance of 
consumers, markets in different provinces were basically locked ln 
by the producers within the same province. So it is not easy to 
establish a national brand except a few long-life famous brands 
such as Ballet, Maxam and Ruby. 
10 According to the field survey by the researchers ,there are more than 50 brands of shin cream/lotion 
in ,any of the five Inain departInent store in Guangzhou. They are namely, Xin Dei Xin Departn1ent Store (~ 
""K~!r'{i~~ ), Guangzhou D!p~rtTent Store (P~~~'( ~i\ ), Nan Fang Department ~~Sio!"e ( i1Ji;-K!1. ), Hua 
Xla Departnlent Store ( ,. i~ ~ ) and the Guangzhou Friendship Store (iz1\!\~To ). 
..... .. ..... 
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3.0 preliminary study 
3.1 Literature Review 
since little research has been done on the topic of 
consumer behavior in China, it is hard to find relevant research on 
the cosmetics marketplace. However, other indirectly related 
research can serve as a reference in our study of skin cream/lotion 
in the PRC. 
I. Research has been carried out by Hsu and De 'Assis 11 to 
~;"':- .-
study con'sumer behavior and facial cream in Hong Kong. In the 
study, the researchers first interviewed ten cosmetics companies 
and identified that facial cream was the highest dollar sales 
product. Then, a convenience sample of 50 women aged between 18 and 
r 
55 were interviewed to reveal important attributes as well as the 
most popular brands. Finally, a sample of 100 women walking into 
nine selected MTR stations during 5 , pm to 8 pm was chosen for face-
to-face interviews. 
In the analysis, the researchers attempted to find out 
which of the two selected choice models . (ie. the Linear 
Compensatory Model and Phased Model) the consumers in Horig Kong 
would use when choosing facial cream. However, as only four salient 
attributes were included in the analysis, their hypothesis that 
11 Hsu, Wai-Chun and De Assis, Carolina Susanna, "A Study of Consumer Behavior of Fa~ial Cream 111 
Hong Kong", MBA Research Report, Chinese University of I-long Kong, 1988. 
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either one of the decision rules would be followed by consumers in 
purchasing facial cream was rejected. 
II. , In another study by Li and Ng12 , the consumer behavior 
towards canned beverages in Guangzhou was studied. By using the 
Multidimensional Scaling Method, the researchers tried to identify 
features that Guangzhou consumers used ln their evaluation of 
canned soft drinks as well as beer. 
A sample of 45 post-graduate students from three 
institutes in Guangzhou were conveniently selected for each session 
of the Multidimensional Scaling Studies. The psychological 
distances among the selected brands for each respondent were asked 
and recorded respectively. 
Afterwards, seve~al people, who were familiar with the 
culture in Guangzhou, were chosen and formed a panel to interpret 
the spatial configurations resulted from the Multidimensional 
Scaling Studies. Objective judgements were then allowed to remove 
the obscurities in the multidimensional spatial configurations. The 
process of judgements were repeated until a clear picture was 
finally obtained. 
12 Li, Hau-Tak and Ng, Man-Hung, "Consumer Behavior Towards Canned Beverages in Guangzhou 11 
MBA Research Report, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1985. 
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Then, focus groups were arranged in the same universities 
in order to collect more information about their respondents as 
well as to collect the comments of the respondents on the various 
brands of canned beer and soft drinks. 
By linking up the interpretations from the 
Multidimensional Scaling Studies and the focus groups, the most 
salient attributes perceived by the Guangzhou consumers in 
evaluating the brand names as well as the design of different 
brands for the can~ed beer and soft drinks cate9pry were 
identified. All these conclusions on the prominent attributes were 
predicted according to the marketing knowledge as we'll as the 
understanding of the consumers by the researchers. 
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3.2 Profile of The First Questionnaire survey 
3.2~1 Data Gathering 
In the first survey, a total number of 400 and 700 
questionnaires 
respectively. 
were distributed ln Shanghai and Guangzhou 
As we had used the convenience sampling method, the 
response rate of the surv"ey was as high as 52.5% in Shanghai and 
54.4% in Guangzhou and size of the sample amounted to 210 in 
Shanghai and 381 in Guangzhou. The result of this survey will be 
summarized in the following tables and interpretations. 




13 SH_ : Shanghai 
14 GZ : Guangzhou 
Demographic Summary of Respondents 
18 - 20 21 -25 26 - - 30 31 - 36 Mean 
15.2% 44.8% 24.8% 15.2% 27.6 
3 0 • 4 % 2 7 • 6 %. 19.7% 21.3% 27.3 
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• On average, the age of the respondents 1n two ci ties 1S 
similar ( 27 years old ), but the age distribution of Shanghai 
tended to cluster in the middle range while that of Guangzhou 
was skewed to the lower end. 
b. Marital status 
cities Married Single Missing Total 
SH 34.8% 65.2% 0.0% 100% 
GZ 36.0% 63.0% 1 . 0 % 10 0 ~~ ~_ 
• There were more single than married in ' both samples. It might 
be partly explained by the social custom of late marriage 
among urban population in P.R.C .. 
c. Education 
Primary sch. 



















• The average education level of respondents 1n Shanghai was 
higher than that of Guangzhou's respondents and we found this 
fact might be used to explain why the feedback quality of 
responses from Shanghai was better. 
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d. Working Organizations 
... .. ... ~ Public Joint- Sole-pro 
cities Sector Venture Prietor Student 
Shanghai 81.0% 7.6% 3.3% 8.0% 
Guangzhou 78.7% 5.5% 1.8% 14.0% 
• Majority of respondents in both cities was employees ' of Public 
Sector which , included National Enterprises, Collective 
Enterprises as well as Government' Institutions. As ~the survey 
was limited by the sample size, it was impossible to have 
percentage of this work group identical to macro data for the 
whole population ( about 95% ) in both cities, we think this 
percentage acceptable from the standpoint of typicality with 
respect to true population. 
e. Occupation 
SH GZ 
Servicing 16.2% 16.5% 
Office-work 33.3% 40.4% 
Technical 17.6% 17.1% 
Manual-Iabor 6.7% 9.4% 
Teaching 17.6% 2.4% 
Student 8.6% 14.2% 
• Since quite a large lot of questionnaires were distributed 
through financial institutions in these two cities, there were 
around half of the respondents had the job in office or of 
servicing nature. 
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f. Number of Family Member 
, .... .. .,; .. SH GZ 
Missing 0.0% 1.,8% 
1 0.5% 1.8% 
2 , 9.0% . 6.0% 
3 41.4% 21.8% 
4 30 . '5% 33.3% 
5 13.8% 22.3% 
6 3.8% 8.1% 
7 0.5% 1.8% 
8 0.5% 1.6% 
9 0.0% 1.3% 
Mean (Person) 3.64 4.18 
g. Number of Working Population ln the Family 
SH GZ 
Missing 0.0% 2.9% 
1 1.4% 3.7% 
2 36.7% 30.4% 
3 35.2% 26.2% 
4 ' 18.6% 25.5% 
5 6.2% 7.3% 
6 1.9% 3.1% 
7 0.0% 0.3% 
8 0.0% 0.3% 
9 0.0% 0.3% 
Mean (Person) 2.97 3.15 
h. Dependency Ratio 
Dependency 




i. Personal Income Level 
Mthly Inc. (Rmb) SH GZ 
," ~ .. ~ 0 9.0% 0.7% 
< 200 64.3% 26.0% 
200 - 400 29.5% 62.2% 
401 - 600 2.4% 7~9% 
601 - 800 2.4% 1.3% 
801 - 1000 0.'0% 0.3% 
> 1000 0.5% 1.6% 
Mean (Rmb) 285.8 384.6 
• The majority of the respondents in both cities fell into the 
average income group ( below Rmb400 ) while less than 10% of 
respondents came from higher income group which was mainly 
represented by sole-proprietors and joint-venture employees. 
• The average monthly lncome of Guangzhou I s respondent was 
34.57% higher than that of Shanghai respondent. This 
phenomenon is well supported by the official income data 
provided in 2.2.3.2 ( Rmb209 for Shanghai and 281 for 
Guangzhou in 1989 ). From this perspecti ve, the market 
potential of Guangzh6u should be seen as greater than that of 
Shanghai. 
3.2.2.2 Monthly Expenses on Cosmetic Consumption 
SH GZ 
1 Mean (Rmb) 21.07 26.81 
2 Mode (Rmb) 10.00 10.00 
3 Mean (Rmb) 28.32 33.85 
4 Mode (Rmb) 10.00 20.00 
Gap (Rmb) 7.25 7.04 
l/Income 8.7% 7.0% 
3/Income 11.7% 8~g% 
Gap (%) 4.0% 1.8% 
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• 1 & 2 stand for present spending levels 
3 & 4 stand for willing to spend levels 
.... . ... ~ 
• Despite Guangzhou had higher Yuan amount of consumption, 
Shanghai had a higher percentage (8.7%) of income used in 
cosmetics, implying a stronger desire for cosmetic products. 
• Both samples reflected the existence of certain positive gap 
between willing~to-spend and present spending level, thus 
communicating a very strong signal of market opportury~ties for 
cosm~tic businesses in these two cities. 
• The Gap between actual spending and willing-to-spend levels 
were larger ( 7.25 vs 7.04 ) ln Shanghai and showed another 
evidence of stronger needs of consumers in that market. 
3.2.2.3 Overall Brand Awareness of Import & Joint-venture-
Made cosmetics 
Shanghai Guangzhou 
It Brand Ratio It Brand Ratio 
1 Hazeline 47.6% 1 oil of Ulan 34.4% 
2 yin Fong 43.8% 2 Hazeline 31.5% 
3 oil of Ulan 36.7% 3 Rejoice 25.7% 
4 Head & Shoulder 21.0% 4 Avon 24.7% 
5 Agree 20.0% 5 Kao 20.0% 
6 Halsa 19.1% 6 Yin Fong 18.1% 
7 Ponds 18.6% 7 Head & Shoulder 17.9% 
8 Xiafei 16.2% 8 MaxFactor 11.3% 
9 Leifei 13.3% 9 Alana Bessy 8.9% 
10 Paris 12.9% 10 Ponds 7.9% 
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• Among 10 brands which had the highest awareness rate from 
respondents, 9 and 8 of them in Shangha i and Guangzhou 
respe.ctively werebrandnames of Shampoo or Skin Cream/Lotion, 
to a great extent it related to the mass marketing strategy 
adopted by the manufacturers of these products as well as the 
lower level of needs among the consumers which made them focus 
their attention on the "necessity" item such as shampoo and 
skin-cream. 
• Among the 6 top brands ln both ci ties, 5 of them were J,~~ .~ 
brandnames of skin-cream products and it reflected the degree 
of attention women put in their skin. 
• Except Paris perfume, MaxFactor, Kao ~nd Avon, all the rest 
are the brandnames of joint-venture products. 
3.2.2.4 Media Effectiveness 
a. Shanghai 
Channel Freg. Rate 
T.V. 193 91.90% 
Newspaper 142 67.62% 
Friend's Referral 139 66.19% 
Shop Displacement 130 61.90% 
Magazine 89 42.38% 
Billboard 76 36.19% 
Street Campaign 27 12.86% 
Others 10 4.76% 
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b. Guangzhou 
Channel Freg. Rate 
T.V. 329 86.35% 
, . ~-Friend' s Referral 252 66.14% 
Newspaper 237 62.20% 
Shop Displacement 182 47.77% 
Magazine 150 39.37% 
Billboard 131 34.38% 
street Campaign 61 16.01% 
Others 48 12.60% 
• T. V., still played the predominate role in distributing 
product messages to consumers. 
• It was interesting to find that "Friend's Referral" played a 
very significant role in getting product's information, about 
66% of respondents was told by friends about the product 
besides discovering · through T. V. commercial. This result 
might shed some light on the existence of an extensi ve 
informal communication networks in the Chinese society. 
3.2.2.5 categorization of the Cosmetic Products 
As the first questionnaire survey was aimed at getting 
the overall picture of the cosmetic consumption ln these two 
cities, we had tried to include as many cosmetic products as 
~ 
possible in the questionnaire and it finally amounted to the number 
of 47 in the final copy. For the sake of reducing the complexity 
involved in the coding as well as data key~in procedure, 47 types 
3 4 
of cosmetic products were classified into 9 categories and they are 
illustrated as follows : 
..... ... .... 
a. Skin Cream / Lotion Category 
• Day Cream, Night Cream, Cold Cream, Eye Cream, 
Massage Cream, Body Protective Cream & Hand Lotion 
b. other Facial Cosmetics 
• Cleansing Milk, Tonic, Cleansing Cream, Eye-mask, 
Mask & Peeling Cream 
c. Lip-stick 
• Color Lipstick & Lipsalves 
d. Shampoo 
• ' Shampoo & Hair Cleansing Cream 
e. Conditioner 
f. other Hair-care Products 
' . Hair Gel, Mousse, Hanna, Hair Spray & Hair Colorant 
g. Rouge, Face Powder & Foundation 
h. Eye Make":'up 
• Eye-shadow, ' Eyeliner, Mascara, Eye-shade, Eyebrow-
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Tweezer, Eyebrow Pencil & Mascara Remover 
i . , . ~· Perfume 
• Perfume, Colognes, Eau de Toilette & other Body 
Fragrance 
Based on this system of product categorization, the 
response on each sUb-question of Question 9 in the questionnaire 
will be grouped under the above 9 categories. More specifically, 
the frequency of 0 in the output repo~t would mean the ~~spondent 
had never -used any ONE type of cosmetic products in that product 
category OR left blank all choices in that category and 1 would 
mean 1 type of product in that "category" was selected, so on and 
- so forth . 
. / 
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3.2.2.6 Consumption Level of Each Product Category 
a. Shanghai 
: .. .. .... Mean Freq. Mode Freq. 
category Per Month Per Month 
,Skin Cream / Lotion 90.13 60.00 
Lip-stick 32.83 30.00 
Eye Make-up 26.83 0.00 
Other Facial Cosmetics 21.64 0.00 
. Rouge & Foundation 19.75 0.00 
Perfume 14.38 0.00 
Other Hair-care Product 12 . 32 ' 8.00 
Shampoo 5.95 4.00 
Conditioner 3~94 0.00 
b. Guangzhou 
Mean Freq. Mode Freq. 
Category Per Month Per Month 
... _"'7 .-
Skin Cream / Lotion 79.71 0.00 
-Other Facial Cosmetics 41.88 60.00 
Lip-stick 36.32 0.00 
Other Hair-care Product 10.17 0.00 
Eye Make-up 9.19 0.00 
Perfume 7.01 0.00 
Shampoo 6.71 8.00 
Rouge & Foundation 4.67 0.00 
Conditioner 4.18 0.00 
• with the 9 categories of cosmetic products, the Skin-
cream/lotion had the Highest frequencies of use. 
• As compared wi th Guangzhou' s users, Shanghai's women used 
skin-cream more frequently by 10 times per month. 
';,';. '1" ;:. ' •••• , .... ' I " 
, '. \ 
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3.2.2.7 Distribution Channel 
a. Shanghai 
... ... ... ,'. 
Category 1 2 3 4 
,Shampoo 83.4% 0.5% 0.0% 0.5% 
Condi tioner ' 50.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Perfume 50.0% 11~0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Skin Cream ,/ Lotion 50.0% 30.0% 14.3% 2.4% 
" 
. i Lip~stick ,', " 41.0% 11.4% 0.0% 0.0% 
" ,' . 
Other Hair-care Product '] 9 .'5% 34.8% 0.5% 0.0% 
Other Facial Cosmetics 38.6% 33.8% 0.0% 0.5% 
Rouge & Foundation 33.3% 21.0% 8.1% 0.5% 
Eye Make-up 20.0% 18.6% 25.2% 0.0% 
b. Guangzhou 
~ ... 
Category 1 2 3 4 
Shampoo 79.5% 1.0% 0.3% 0.8% 
Conditioner 53.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.3% 
Lip-stick 50.1% 14.7% 0.0% 0.0% 
Skin Cream / Lotion 45.1% 23.9% 10.8% 6.3% 
Other Facial Cosmetics 44.6% 34.4% 0.8% 0.3% 
Other Hair-care Product 31.0% 25.7% 0.5% 0.3% 
Perfume 28.9% 3.7% 0.0% 0.0% 
Eye Make-up 16.3% 10.3% 7.6% 0.8% 
Rouge & ' Foundation 15.7% 7.1% 2.4% 0.0% 
• 1 stands for state-run Department Store 
3 stands for Sole-proprietorship 
4 stands for Gift 
'", 
People, in both: ci ties liked', to and would only use 'skin-
.. ' ,' , 
... 
'>,. 
cream/lotion as gifts. 
• Consumers in both cities did most of their purchases in state-
run department store. . 
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• The consumers seldom dealt with sole-proprietors except for 
purchasing Skin-cream/lotion, Rouge, Face Powder & Foundation 
and .-E-ye Make-up. 
• It was rare that people would buy shampoo or conditioners from 
a. 
shops other than state-run department store. 
3.2.2.8 












Brand Break-down of Skin Cream/Lotion 
Category Consumption 
Guangzhou 
Users Brand Users 
25.2% oil of Ulan 17.8% 
19.0% Hazeline 13.9% 
14.3% Pear 11.8% 
10.5% Johnson 7.3% 
7.1% yin Fong 6.0% 
3.8% Po'nds 3.1% 
1.9% Ballet 0.8% 
1.0% Ruby 0.3% 
0.5% Nivea 0.0% 
• Skin-cream/ lotion market was dominated by a few brandnames 
such as Hazeline, oil of Ulan, Yin Fong and Ponds etc .. 
, Totally 80% of Shanghai' srespond'ents and 60%' of Guangzhou' s 
were using at least one of the products of . the top 6 brands. 
• All the top 6 brands in both cities belongs to joint-venture 
producers and those si~ in Shanghai had become our focused 
brands in the second s~rvey. 
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• The other 8 category markets were shared by highly diversified 
brandname products and it was hard to find same popular 
brandname in both cities. ( For brand break-down of other 8 
product categories, please see Appendix III ) 
3.2.2.9 Crosstabulation of cosmetic Expenses by 
Occupation 
• There were more "Big Spenders" ( Rmb40 or above per ~_onth ) ln 
Guanej'zhou ( 23.6% vs 10.2% of 196 responses and 318 responses. 
• The respondents holding the first 3 types of occupations 
) 
(Servicing, Office-work & Technical) dominated 80% and 89% 
share of the above range of spending respectively in Shanghai 
and Guangzhou. Within which, .the servicing job takers held 
the highest ratio while office-workers had the least. The 

















, ... Respondents from Shanghai spent more share of their 
income on cosmetic consumption while those from 
Guangzhou used more absolute number of Yuan in this 
aspects. 
• In terms of purchasing power, Guangzhou was found 
to have higher potential than Shanghai from this 
survey. However, as we looked at the- overall 
..:"::'" .-
results of the survey, the needs for cosmetic items 
in Shanghai was much 'stronger than what we found in 
Guangzhou. 
• A positive gap between Willing-to-Spend and Present 
Actual Spending level of about Rmb7 per month 
existed in both sampling cities and it stood for an 
annualized sales potential of approximately Rmb160 
millions 15 and Rmb82 millions 16 for cosmetic 
businesses in Shanghai and Guangzhou respectively. 
= Spending Gap x Number of WOlnen aged 18 to 35 in Shanghai x 12 
= Rlnb7 x 1,900,000( approximate figure) x 12 
= Rlnb159.6 millions 
= Spending Gap x Number o( Women aged 18 to 35 in Guangzhou x 12 
= Rlnb7 x 977,000 x 12 
= Rmb82.07 Inillions 
'. 
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Among 9 cate90ries of cosmetic products included in 
this survey, Skin Cream/Lotion had the highest 
frequencies of use among respondents from Shanghai 
and Guangzhou marketplace. 
, .... . ..... 
• Among the '10 top highest aware brands f or the 
respondents from both , ' cities, most of them were 
Skin Cream or Shampoo-related and Hazeline as well 
as oil of Ulan enjoyed leading position ln this 
perspective. 
• A strong network of informal communication could 
indirectly be observed in both samples based on the 
importance of "Friend's Referral" ln searching 
product information among respondents. 
• Skin Cream/Lotion, Eye Make-up as well as 
Foundation ' products were distributed through the 
most diverse channels while the selling of Shampoo 
and Condi tioner were almost conf ined to only one 




Focus Group Session summary 
: .. . .... 
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As a part of the preparatory procedure for the second 
questionnaire survey, a focus group discussion was held in Shanghai 
and Guangzhou respectively. A group of ten women aged between 18 
to 35 and from different calibre were invited to join the sessions 
(For demographic data of each participant, see the Appendix IVA). 
Concerning wi th their exper ience and knowledge about skin-care 
products, the participants were allowed to exchange their ),:>pinions. 
Basically, ~ several questions were used to initiate the discussion 
and they included the followings 
• How do the attitudes of the consumers be influenced by 
forces outside the individual, like role and family 
influences, reference groups, social classes, and cuI ture 
and ' subculture ? 
• How do they acqulre and organlze information in purchase 
decision and of using and evaluating the products ? 
• What are the most salient product attributes ln their 
buying decision for skin cream/lotion? 
• How do they perceive the various brands on the markets? 
4 3 
Based on the contents of ' the discussion, we had better 
knowledge and idea about their philosophies and j .argons of 
purchase for the skin care products. This session was of great help 
to us when designing the second copy of questionnaire. To conclude 
the two focus group sessions, we had summarized our observations 
into 3 aspects, namely the brand perceptions; the perception 
towards quality; the perception towards advertisements of skin care 
products. 
A. The shanghai Session 
• S The quality of . joint-venture products, such as 
Hazeline , oil of Ulan, Yin Fong, Rejoice and Wella 
were perceived to be superlor than that of the 
local brands. 
1....1::><-(\"- ' 
• ~ Joint-venture products, for example, Halsa, Xiafei 
and Yin Fong were l}1ore "Economical" than imported 
products. 
'. 
-.:>. Quality of joint-venture products, for example 
Ponds and the products from SC Johnson and P&G, 
were perceived to be more reliable than the 
imported brands with the , exception of a few famous 
brands, like Christian Dior and MaxFactor. 
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Brand differentiation existed and users of 
different brands believed they would look different 
: .. .. ..... if they had changed their brands. 
• ~ The skin-cream sold in the government department 
stores were "thought" to be more trustworthy than 
in the other outlets. 
• S The purchasing of cosmetics in· the Friendship store 
would help. to show a higher economic sta~us. 
• ~ "Informative" advertisements were preferable. 
~. , 
• \ . Friends I referral was an important factor to be 
considered in the process of selecting different 
brands. 
• Popularity is one of the most influential factor in 
determining brands to be selected. 
• ~ They expected to try the products first before they 
decided to buy it because they could only want the 
right kind of fragrance, texture as well as colors. 
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B. The Guanqzhou Session 
.' .. 7 Products with "western-style" brandnames shows 
better image to customers, for example Rejoice 
would sound higher than Qirixiang ln Chinese 
pronunciation. 
• ~ Price had a positive relationship with quality. 
• S Users of famous brands, for example, Msi.xFactor, 
Relvon and Christian Dior would make them to stand 
out from the public. 
• ? When browsing around in the stores, their first 
sight would be caught by the packaging of the 
products. 
• ) The first buy of a new brand were plausible to be 
caused by attractive advertisements. 
~ 
• \ Country of origin was a guarantee of quality, 
particularly for the products from Japan and 
France. 
• S It did not make much difference for buying . skin 
care products in the Friendship store, state-run 
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department stores or the sole proprietor's stores. 
• S Friend's comment would cause much influence in 
- ' k' their brand evaluation process. 
• ~ ' They believed that it was least risky to buy the 
most popular brands. 
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4.2 Results of the Second survey 
4.2.1 Survey Profile 
: .. .. .... 
'Totally, 84 and 169 valid questionnaires were · collected 
from Shanghai and Guangzhou respectively. The response rate is 56% 
for Shanghai and 84.5% for Guangzhou. Although the samples were 
chosen conveniently, they did cover quite a wide range of 
demographics characteristics, such as age, education level, marital 
status, - type of employment, type of organization as well as 
different income groups. It seemed that they were Pr:_~tty good 
representation of women aged 18 to 35 years old in these two 
cities. (For the demographic summary of the samples, please refers 
to the Appendix IVB & IVC.) 
Despite the high response rate, few questions were missed 
occasionally. Hence, we had to exclude such kind of missing values 
in the data analysis and subsequent calculations so as to remove 
the disturbance to the final results and interpretations. 
4.2.2 Consumer Awareness on Various Brands 
16 available brands ln both markets were selected and 
,. included in the questionnaire and respondents were asked to rate 
the 16 brands, in a 7-point scale, ~ccordingto their familiarity 
towards each of them. Among the 16 brands, we had included 6 
joint-venture brands, 7 imported brands and 3 national brands. The 
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results were summarized in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1 respectively. 
~ :Jt seems that respondents in Shanghai are more aware to 
different brands of skin cream/ lotion than those in Guangzhou. It 
can be seen that the top · g brands in Shanghai tend to concentrate 
on the lower end of the spectrum and the scores they got are fairly 
close to each other. However, in the case of Guangzhou, only the 
top 4 brands are in the lower end of the spectrum. 
the range of the scores 1n Shanghai is smaller 
Guangzhou. 
Furthermore, 
than that 1n 
The marks for brands like Hazeline, Dlan, Ponds and yin 
Fong are very similar for both samples while the difference is 
enormous for brands like Leifei,. Soft Sense, Nivea, Ruby and 
Xiaiei. The huge differences are caused by the unequal stress of 
brands in the two markets. In addition, all these five brands are 
very strong in Shanghai but they are comparative weak in Guangzhou. 
On the contrary, strong brands (ie. Hazeline, Ulan, Ponds and yin 



























.... .. .... 
Guangzhou Shanghai 
* Hazeline (I) Ruby (N) 
* Ulan (JV) * Hazeline (I) 
* 
yin Fong (JV)" Xiafei (N) 
* Ponds (I) * yin Fong (JV) 
Alana Bessy (JV) * Nivea (I) 
Pears (I) * Ulan (JV) 
Ruby (N) * Ponds (I) 






















Brands Included in Part III (Brands Evaluation 
Analysis) of the Questionnaire. 
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2. The scale runs from 1 (Very Familiar) to 7 (Never Heard). 
Figure 4.1 Awareness of 16 Brands in Guangzhou and Shanghai 
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4.2.3 Consumption Pattern and Shopping Behavior 
4.2.3.1 Skin Cream! Lotion Users and Non-users 
..... .. ... ~ 
~y looking at the composition of respondents in the two 
markets, we know that the percentage of skin cream users and non -
users in our samples are as follows : 
Guangzhou · Shanghai 
Skin Cream Users 85.4% (135) 96.3% (79) 
Skin Cream Non-users 14.6% (23) 3.7% (3 ) ,£- •• 
Note . . Number ln parenthesls are absolute frequencles. 
Table 4.2 Percentage of Skin Cream Users to Non-users 
A) Skin Cream/ Lotion Non-Users 
Although skin cream/ lotion is believed to be one of the 
commodity for majority of urban women, there still exists a 
sUbstantial amount of female who is new to this product category. 
The reasons for those non-users are depicted as follows 
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Reasons Guangzhou Shanghai 
Not necessary 3.8% (6) -
Too expe'n-si ve 1.3% (2) -
Skin allergy 1.9% (3 ) 1.2% (1) 
Dissatisf'ied with 0"6% (1) 1.2'% (1) 
available brands 
Too troublesome 3.8% (6) -
Too sissy 0.6% (1) -
No reason 2.5% (4) -
Others - 1.2% (1) 
Note The percentage 1S calculated w1th r~ference to the whole 
sample. Also, the numbers in parenthesis are .,absolute 
frequencies. ..~ .-
Table 4.3 Reasons for Not using Skin Cream/ Lotion 
B) Current Brands Used'by the Skin Cream/ Lotion Users 
Among the 16 brands chosen, respondents were asked to 
mark their currently using brands. In Guangzhou, only two brands, 
namely Leifei and Lorensa, are not used by the respondents. 
However, in the case of Shanghai, there are five brands that are 
not currently used by our respondents. Although the market share 
of various brands cannot be estimated directly from the percentage 
that we have got from the samples, the trend as well as the order 
of market positron for various brands are likely to be the same as 
the actual situation. In other words, the order of various brands 
are good indicators of their relative strength in the Shanghai as 
well as in Guangzhou markets'. 
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Guangzhou Shanghai 
Brands in Share in ~ Brands in Share in ~ 0 0 
descending (Absolute descending (Absolute 
order of "'% Frequency) order of ~ 0 Frequency) 
Ulan 30.7% (107-) Hazeline 22.9% (46) 
Hazeline 24.1% (84) Ruby 15.4% (31 ) 
yin Fong 13.2% (46) UIan 13.9% (28) 
Ponds 11.5% (40) yin Fong 10.9% (22) 
Alana Bessy 8.3% (29) Nivea 9.0% (18) 
Pears 7.2% (25) Xiafei 8.0% (16) 
Ludanlan 2.0% (7) Soft Sense 7.5% (15) 
Nivea 1.1% ( 4 ) Ponds 6.5% C13 ) 
- " 
Soft Sense 0.3% ( 1) Leifei 4.5% (9 ) 
Ballet 0.3% (1) Alana Bessy 1.0% (2 ) 
Ruby 0.3% (1) Shiseido 0.5% ( 1) 
Xiafei 0.3% ( 1) Ludanlan -
Shiseido 0.3% (1) Lorensa -
Merlin 0.3% (1) Merlin -
Leifei - Pears 
Lorensa - Ballet -
Table 4.4 Order List of Market strength for the 16 brands 
Referring to Table 4.4, Hazeline, Ulan and yin Fong are 
the strongest brands in b6th markets while brands like Ruby, Pears 
and Alana Bessy are only strong in either market. All these strong 
brands agree pretty well with the order of awareness in Table 4.1. 
New brands like Merlin, Lorensa and Ludanlan are weak in both 
cities which also be reflected by the level of awareness in Figure 
4.1. 
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4.2.3.2 consumption Pattern of Skin Cream/ Lotion 
~~From the results in Table 4.5, it is interesting to hote 
that the average length of history in using skin cream/ lotion for 
respondents in both cities are equal to 7.3 years. Despite the 
same average, the data in Shanghai ranges from 2 to 30 years while 
the data in Guangzhou only range from 1 to 25 years. Based on the 
length of their history of using skin cream/ lotion, the 
respondents are believed to have good experience and sUbstantial 
product . knowledge about skin cream/ lotion. Moreov~.r , it is 
reasonable to make the assumption that they have already built up 
a habit to purchase and cpnsume the skin cream/ lotion in such a 
way that we are able to generalize their consumption patterns. 
Although skin cream/ lotion can be used under a variety 
of occasions, users in these two cities tends to use it more often 
in some occasions rather than others. 
(" . 
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occasion Guangzhou Shanghai 
After washing face 25.9% (119) 22.2% (43) 
Before s 'leep 15.9% (73) 18.0% (35) 
After bathing 16.1% (74) 17.0% (33) 
After washing hands 8.9% (41) , 16.5% (32) 
Before make-up 12.9% (59) 7 _,7% (15) 
Make-up removing 6.1% (2?) 7.2% (14) 
When skin become dry 12.2% (56 ) 9.3% (18) 
Others 2.0% (9) 2.1% (4 ) 
Total , 100.0% (459) 100.0% (194) 
Note: Numbers ln parenthesls are absolute frequencles. 
,.:":-."' 
Table 4.5 occasions of using Skin Cream/ Lotion 
,Same to both cities, respondents tend to use skin cream/ 
lotion ' more often after washing face, bathing or washing hands. It 
simply implies that people would have a comparative higher demand 
for Hand & Body Protective Cream or Moisturizing Cream or even All-
Purpose Cream which are especially sui table for the mentioned 
occasions. Also, Cold or Night Cream would be preferred by 
respondents since the frequency for occasion 'Before Sleep' lS 
fairly high. 
Recalled from the first survey, we already know that the 
consumers in Shanghai are considered to be heavy make-up users when 
compared to Guangzhou. Howe~er, it is strange that respondents in 
Shanghai use skin cream less often in occasion 'Before Make-up' 
than in Guangzhou. 
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We try to estimate the consumption levels by measuring 
their daily frequencies of using skin cream/ lotion as well as the 
number of: ~- uni ts purchased in the past 6 months. coincidently, we 
get the average usage of 3.3 per day for both Shanghai and 
Guangzhou. Nev~rtheless, the average number of units purchased in 
the past 6 months in Shanghai is 2.4 units while that in Guangzhou 
is 3.4 units. The higher value for Guangzhou can be explained by 
the higher lncome as well as purchasing power ln Guangzhou 17. 
Assume ' the bottle size of ordinary skin cream is more or less the 
same lnthese two markets, we can make the following cal~plations: 
Average Life Time 
for a unit of cream 
Average no. of 
times a unit can be 
used 
Guangzhou 
6 / 3.4 
= 1.8 month 
1.8 * 30 * 3 '.3 
= 178 times 
Shanghai 
6 / 2.4 
= 2.5 month 
2.5 * 30 * 3.3 
= 247 times 
Table 4.6 Calculation of the average life time and the no. of 
times a unit can be used 
If the above estimation is true, the amount of cream used 
in each time would be very little. The consumers may think that 
the cream is so precious that they would only use a tiny portion 
each time. , 
17 , The average income for Guangzhou is 'about Rmb330 per month while that of Shanghai is.iust Rmb280 
per Inonth, for details, please refers to the Appendix IYB. 
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4.2.3.3 Shopping Behavior 
A) Reasons for first buy 
, ... .. ...... 
Viewing from Table 4.7,.we know that the majority from 
both cities believe that skin cream/ lotion is a necessity which is 
the primary reason for them to buy. Although referrals by friends 
is one of the major reasons for their first buy, many first buys 
especially in Guangzhou are initiated by " good experience with 
free samples ". It also indicates thit distributing free samples 
may be an effective way to induce the first buys. Fu~J:.hermore , 
marketers in Guangzhou, like P&G have already used such technique 
extensively. In addition, good and attractive advertisements do 
help a lot in arousing the interest of buying a particular brand. 
Reasons Guangzhou Shanghai 
Necessity 33.8% (74) 36.3% (41 ) 
Friends'/Relatives' 19.6% (43) 20.4% (23) 
Referrals 
. Advertisements 16.4% (36) 21.2% (24) 
Motivated 
Good Experience 22.8% (50) 9.1% (11) 
with Free Samples 
"Keeping up with 2.7% (6 ) 3.5% ( 4 ) 
the Joneses" 
Curiosity 1.4% ( 3 ) 8.0% (9 ) 
Sense of Pride 1.4% ( 3 ) -
Others 1.8% (4 ) 0.9% ( 1) 
Total 100.0% (219) 100 ~ 0%· (113) 
Note . -. The numbers ln parenthesls are absolute ~requencles. 
Table 4.7 Reasons for the Fir~t Buy 
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B) Time and Place of Purchasing 
Concerning with the timing of purchase, it is unlikely to 
" .. .. ~ 
have a particular pattern easy enough to be observed and the 
majority simply browse around and shop wherever and whenever they 
think it is appropriate. However, the low percentages on weekdays 
are partly due to the time crash with their working hours and the 
majority of our samples, have to work on weekdays. 
On the other hand, Sunday Afternoon would be a suitable 
time for shopping around and the percentage for respondents in 
Shanghai is substantially .higher than that for Guangzhou. It does 
reflect a difference between their habits of shopping behavior. 
This may be related to the regularity of life in Shanghai. In 
. Guangzhou, the regularity of life is a bit less. 
For the place of purchase, the state-run department 
stores win the highest percentages and they are seconded by the 
Friendship Store in both areas. However, it 1S easy to see that 
the percentages are more concentrated in thes'e two outlets for 
Shanghai while they are spreading more evenly across all four type 
of outlets in Guangzhou. This can be attributed with the 
availability of , the sole-proprietors as well as the use of direct 
selling by marketers. As started from the end of 1990, Avon in 
Guangzhou ' has been practici~g its direct selling extensively and 
lot of saleswomen (so-calleq the "Avon Ladies") are employed. As 
the availability of more types of distribution outlets, the 
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monopoly role of the state-run department stores will gradually 
fade out' as the economy continues to grow. 
: .. .. .... 
Usual Time of Buy Guangzhou Shanghai 
Monday to Friday 1.6% (2) -
Saturday 2.4% (3 ) 5.1% ( 4 ) 
Sunday 11.2% (14) 19.2% (15) 
Not Fixed 84.8% (106) 75.6% (39) 
I Total I 100.0% (125) I 100.0% (58) I 
Morning 4.5% (6) -
... ---
After'noon 6.0% (8) 15.0% (9 ) 
Evening 4.5% ( 6) 8.3% (5 ) 
Not Fixed 85.1% (114) 76.7% (46) 
I Total I 100.0% (134) I 100.0% (60 ) I 
Usual Place of Buy Guangzhou Shanghai 
Department Stores 55.1% (102) 75.8% (69) 
Friendship store 20.0% (37) 22.0% (20) 
Sole-proprietor Stores 11.9% (22) -
Door-to-door sales 6.5% (12) -
Others 6.5% (12) 2.2% (2 ) 
Total 100.0% (185) 100.0% (91 ) 
. Note : The numbers ln parenthesls are absolute frequencles. 
Table 4.8 Time and Place of Purchasing ' 
4.2.4 ' Psychological set of ' Skin Cream/ Lotion Users 
4.2.4.1 Brand Loyalty and Brand switching 
We have incorporated two measurements to express the rate 
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of brand switching (or brand loyalty) behaviors for the skin cream/ 
lotion (See Table 4. 9) . From the high rate of brand switching 
since the ~£irst buy, such kind of behavior is also anticipated for 
a new product or for new consumers in the two markets. 
Nevertheless, the rate of loyalty to their current brands are very 
high (more than 30% in both cities). It can be explained ,by the 
i 
. i 
high seniority of using cream in our samples and it seems that they 
1 j 
/ 
have already found a satisfied brand which suits their needs. 
Parameter Switch/ Keep Guangzhou shangh~i 
Change brand Yes 92.6% (126) 97.5% (77) 
since first 
buy No 7.4% (10) 2.5% (2 ) 
Total 100.0% (136) 100.0% (79) 
Keep .the Yes 33. '1% (45) 30.0% (24) 
current brand 
in the next No 3.7% (5) 2.5% (2 ) 
buy Not sure 63.2% (86) 67.5% (54) 
Total 100.0% (136) 100.0% (80) 
Note . The numbers ln parenthesls are absolute frequencles. 
Table 4.9 Brand Loyalty and Brand switching 
To understand better the rationales behind the brand 
loyalty ·and brand switching, we have formulated their reasons into 
the Table 4.10 and 4.11. Both the respondents in Shanghai and 
Guangzhou reason their brand , loyalty by the good product quality as 
well as reasonable price. Then, it can be deduced that one of the 
most salient factors , .in determining the behavior of loyalty or 
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switching should include the product quality and followed by the 
. '\ . prlce of the product. Quality products may allow the marketers to 
charge a ~premium price without je~pardize the consumers. 
Rationale Guangzhou Shanghai 
Reasonable Price 22.2% (16) 19.2% (10) 
Good Quality 52.8% (38) 44.2% (23) ,' -
Good Packaging 5.6% ( 4 ) 9.6% (5) 
Famous Brand Name 5.6% ( 4) 9.6% (5) 
Easily Available 8.3% (6 ) 9.6% ( 5) .. -":'.-
Inertia 2.8% (2 ) 1.9% (1) 
Prestige Image 5.6% ( 4 ) 1.9% ( 1) 
Others - 3.8% (2 ) 
-
Total 100.0% (74) 100.0% (52) 
Note . The numbers In ' parenthesls are absolute frequencles. 
Table 4.10 Rationale for Brand Loyalty 
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Rationale for Guangzhou Shanghai 
switching 
Price 33.3% (2 ) 28.6% (2 ) 
' . . 
Quality 16.7% ( 1) -
Brand Name - 14.3% ( 1) 
Originality - . , 14.3% (1) 
Curiosity 16.7% (1) 14.3% (1) 
Availability 16.7% (1) -
Friends'/Relatives' - 28.6% (2 ) 
criticism 
Others 16.7% (1) -
Total 100.0% (6 ) 100.0% (7 ) ~-';:-- .-
Note The numbers In parenthesls are absolute frequencles. 
Table 4.11 
,: . . "' 
Rationale for Brand switching 
4.2.4.2 communication within Groups 
In the process of brand evaluation, the word-of-mouth 
communication within groups is of particular importance in 
determining the final buying decisions. Hence, it is helpful to 
understand who are ~oreimportant in influencing the user groups. 
From the Table 4.12, we have found . that in both markets 
friends, colleagues, schoolmates and sisters of the users are the 
most influential groups of people in molding their mind sets . 
. Furtl1e'rmore, these " pe'oplettle~selves ' are likely to b~' skin cream 
users too. Hence, similar pattern . can also be found in Table 4.13 
which reveals the fact that these people are also influenced by the 
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users who are included in the survey. In general, the respondents 
are more likely to be the opinion leaders instead of followers 
because the absolute frequencies in the Table 4.13 are higher than 
that in the Table 4. 12 . They may lead their peer groups ln 
opinions and comments about skin cream/ lotion. 
Comparing the percentages of asking the professionals for 
opinions in the two cities, we discover that the ·percentage is much 
higher in Guangzhou than in Shanghai. These may be related to the 
difference in identification of professionals in the two ~~reas. In 
Guangzhou, the "Avon Ladies" are perceived to be a kind of 
professionals and they contribute a sUbstantial amount to the 
entire population of professio~als in the city. 
Relationship Guangzhou Shanghai 
Friends 25.3% (79) 35.2% (50) 
Colleagues 22.8% (71 ) 21.·8% (31 ) 
Schoolmates 15.1% (47) 17.6% (25) 
sisters 10.6% (33) 12.0% (17) 
Professionals 9.3% (29) 1.4% (2 ) 
Sales ladies 8.0% (25) 4.2% (6 ) 
Relatives 4.2% (13) 2.1% ( 3 ) 
Parents 2.2% (7) 2.1% ( 3 ) 
Neighbors 0.3% (1) 2.8% ( 4 ) 
Teachers 1.0% ( 3 ) 0.7% ( 1) 
Others 1.3% (4 ) -
TOTAL 100.0% (312 ) 100.0% (142) 
., Note: The numbers ln parenthesls are absolute frequencles. 
Table 4.12 Whom the Users Would Ask For opinion 
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Relationship Guangzhou Shanghai 
Friends 28.7% (97) 33.1% (48) 
Colleagues 28.4% (96) 23.4% (34) 
Schoolmates 16.0% (54) 20.0% (29) 
sisters 11.8% (40) 11.0% (16) 
Professionals 3.3% (11 ) 1.4% (2 ) 
Parents 3.6% (12) 2.1% (3 ) 
Relatives ' , ' 3.6% (12) , " 3.4% (5 ) 
Sales ladies 1.8% . (6 ) 1.4% (2 ) 
Neighbors 1.5% ( 5) . 4.1% ( 6) 
Others 1.5,% (5) -
" 
TOTAL 100.0% (338) 100.0% (145) 
Note The numbers1n parenthes1s are absolute frequenc1es. 
Table 4.13 Who Would ~sk the Users For Opinion 
4.2.4.3 Influence of Salesladies 
It is measured by a 7-point scale (1 for Very Influential 
and 7 for without any Influence). It is not difficult to observe 
that the influence of salesladies for users in choosing different 
brands is greater in Guangzhou than in Shanghai. The other thing 
worth to be noted is that the majority of respondents in Shanghai 
does not feel any influence from the salesladies. It is because 
the salesladies in the state-run department stores, where the main 
distribution outlet 1S, are seldom to communicate wi th their 
customers. Hence, active . selling by sales ladies is rare in 
. . . - ' . .' . . ..'. .' . . 
Shangh~i. Howe~er, inGuan~zhou, the presence of direct selling by 
"Avon , Ladies" as well as the sole-proprietors greatly increase 
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their influence on customers as s~lling process and the motive of 
communication are now motivated. As more personal selling are put 
into practice, the importance of the salesladies will be increase 
enhanced. 
Parameters Guangzhou Shanghai 
Mean Score 3.7 4.4 
Mode Score 4.0 (22.9%) 7.0 (27.8%) 
. Note Percentages ln parenthesls are correspondlng percentages 
to the total valid cases in this question. 
Table 4.14 Influence of Sales ladies 
4.2.4.4 Effectiveness of Various Promotional Methods 
Here, we have investigated five promotion methods which 
are currently used in the ~wo markets. Again, we have adopted a 7-
point scale (1 for Most Likely to Buy and 7 for Least Likely to 
Buy). From the response of the two areas, the most effective ways 
. of promoting a brand seems to be the distribution of free samples. 
However, raffle and discount are treated as the least effective 
ways to promote a brand. It may be due to the fact that consumers 
will doubt the genuineness of such kinds of promotion while 
distributing free samples can bring the products physically in 
front of them so that they can feel, taste and try the products. 
Therefore, the perceived risk of purchasing is much decreased. 
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Although similar trends are observed in the two cities, 
the ·Guangzhou users are more eager to have free cosmetics lessons 
than those~ in Shanghai. It may be justified by the longer history 
of cosmetics industry inShanghai 18 than in Guangzhou and broadly 
speaking, people in Guangzhou are less knowledgeable in this field. 
Promotion Methods Guangzhou Shanghai 
(Mean Score) (Mean Score) 
Discount Offer 4.7 4.3 
Premium Attached 3.7 3.5 
. . 
Raffle 4.3 4.5 
Free cosmetics Lesson 3.0 3.6 
Free Samples 3.0 3.0 
Table 4.15 Mean Score for Five Promotional Methods 
4.2.4.5 Relative Importance on various Product 
Attributes 
From the Focus Group Session, we have developed 16 
salient product attributes for skin cream/ lotion. Respondents are 
allowed to rate them in .a 7-point scale (1 being the Extremely 
important and 7 being not important at all). The mean scores for 
the attributes are represented in Figure 4.2 
18 The details are discussed in the Chapter 2. 
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, Figure 4.2 Relative Importance of 16 Product Attributes 
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Order of Guangzhou Shanghai 
Importance 
1. 





















*Clean~ing Power *Cleansing Power 
*Texture *Chemical Composition 
*Chemical Composition *Fragrance 
*Speed of "Rubbing In" *Texture 
*Fragrance *Speed of "Rubbing 
+Convenience of Use *Brand Name 
+Spreadability *Convenience of 
+Price *Spreadability 






* - Class I 
+ - Class 11 
# - Class III 
#Availability 
(Score less than 2). 
(Score between 2 to 3). 
(Score more than 3). 




Except the attributes of prlce and availabili ty, all 
others attributes have a higher rating in Shanghai than ln 
Guangzhou. This may indicate that the respondents in Shanghai are 
more serious in evaluating different brands before they buy. 
According to the . score each attribute got, they are 
grouped into 3 classes (see Table 4.16) showing different degree of 
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importance to the respondents. Results from the two cities agree 
with each other for the most salient attributes and they include 
the fol10wings Protection, Moisturizing, Cleansing Power, 
Chemical Composition, Texture, Fragranc.e, Speed of "Rubbing-In" and 
convenience of Use~ Based on these attributes, we can deduce that 
the respondents from these two cities evaluate skin cream/ lotion 
primarily by product performance and . product quality instead of 
other aspect like originality, packaging and availability of 
.products. It does not mean these attributes are insignificant in 
the evaluation of different brands (as they all get a pvery good 
marks in the survey) but they are less salient than those 
attributes in the Class I. 
4.2.5 Consumer Attitudes on 6 Selected Brands 
4.2.5.1 Multiattribute Model for Brand Evaluation 
In order to investigate the consumer attitudes towards 
the 6 selected brands in an extensive and accurate way, we have 
utilized a multi-attributes model 19 which is compensatory in nature 
. and is built on the assumption that attitudes towards a brand are 
19 According to Henry Assael in "Consumer Behavior And Marketing Action", l111dti-attributes model 
regards attitudes ' as a function of consumer beliefs about the attributes of a brand and the formulation can be 
specified as : 
= he sum of belief about the o~ject on Attitude towards 
an Object (Ao) various attributes (b) times the value placed on each attribute (a) 
In notational form this is written as : 
= \' b. * a· i...J I I 
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determined by reactions to a variety of brand attributes. The 
value placed on each attribute (a i ) by each respondent together 
with the ~ marks given to different brands under each attribute (ie. 
the belief about the brands on each attribute, b i ), we are then 
able to calculate the atti tudinal level on each brand. After 
summing up and averaging individual scores of the 6 brands for all 
valid responses, we have obtained the mean scores for evaluating 
attitude towards these 6 brands. The results are depicted 
graphically in Figure 4.3. 
Mini. Max. 
16 200 300 400 500 600 768 
Hazeline L G S J 
Nivea L G S J 
Ponds L G-S J 
Soft Sense L G S .' J 
Ulan L S-LG J 
yin Fong L S G J 
Note . Letter G Guangzhou . 
S Shanghai 
Figure 4.3 Brands Evaluation by Multi-attributes Model 
with an exception of Yin Fong, the Shanghai respondents 
tend to ra~e all brands almost equally good and all ratings cluster 
around 500. As reflected by the favorable ratings of brands, all 
these are very strong in the Shanghai market. In Guangzhou, if we 
exclude Nivea and Soft Sense, the other four brands will also have 
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ratings a little bit smaller than 500. Thus, the score of "500" 
may be a good benchmark for showing a satisfactory brand provided 
that the ~ scale used is a 7-point scale. 
The unfavorable attitudes towards Nivea and Soft Sense in 
Guangzhou are best reflected in the low percentage of share for 
these two in Table 4.4. comparing the evaluation of the 6 brands 
in these two markets, Shanghai generally holds a higher ratings on 
brands, the exception are Ulan and yin Fong. It may be 
rationalized by the extra efforts of marketing for these ~wo brands 
in Guangzhou than in Shanghai. In fact, the oil of Ulan wins the 
highest score in the evaluation of Guangzhou market. On the other 
hand, the winner in Shanghai is Hazeline which leads Ponds and Ulan 
by ~O points. 
Guangzhou 









Order by Rank Order by MAM Order by Rank 
Ulan Hazeline Hazeline 
Hazeline Ponds Dlan 
Ponds Ulan Soft Sense 
yin Fong Soft Sense Ponds 
Nivea Nivea yin Fong 
Soft Sense yih Fong Nivea 
comparison of the order by Multi-attributes Model 
(MAM) and the Direct Ranking 
From Table 4.17, ~t is quite conclusive that the order 
predicted by the Multiattribute Model closely agree with the order 
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obtained by direct ranking. Therefore, it helps to ascertain the 
attributes that have been included in the model are salient and 
representative enough to quantify the way respondents evaluate 
different brands. 
4.2.5.2 Products positioning 
In order to determine the best target segments of market 
for each brand from the perspective of consumers, respondents were 
first asked to judge the b~st suitable age .group for each brand. 
Secondly, they were required to match each brand with one of the 8 
categories2o of skin cream/ lotion. 
20 The c1assitication of the skin crean~/ lotion adopted in the questionnaire is quoted fro1l1 the " Harry's 
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5.4% 10.8%' 100% 
( 4 ) (8) (74) 
» . . ." . ... 
5.3% 
(4) 
13.2% 19.7% 15.8% 22.4% '23."]% '. 100% 
( 1 0 ) ( 15 ) ( 12 ) ( 1 7 ) . (:-18) . .... ( 7 6 ) 
Note : Figures (of slgnificant classes are bolded & shaded. 
Table 4.18 Most suitable Age Groups for the 6 Brands 
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with · reference to the Table 4.18, we can make the 
following ,interpretations. For Hazeline, it ' ls perceived , best 
suitable for younger generation aged between 16 to 25 years old in 
both markets. 
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For Nivea, it is comprehended to be the cream for female 
aged 30 years old or above in Shanghai. Nevertheless, in Guangzhou 
we cannot~ identify a particular group for it since the majority of 
respondents do not have any idea about it. It may be a direct 
consequence from the low awareness of the brand among respondents 
(refers to Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1). 
For Ponds, . it is identified to be the cream suitable for 
female aged more than 26 years old ln Guangzhou while it is 
perceived to be the cream for the 21 - 30 category in qhanghai. 
For oil of Ulan; it is treated as the cream for the 21 -
30 category both in Shanghai and Guangzhou. The concurrence of 
image may result from extensive marketing of the brand in these 
markets. 
For Yin Fong, it is recognized to be best suited to the 
21 - 3Q category in Guangzhou but its image is vague in Shanghai in 
such a way that the percentages spread across the 4 categories and 
there is sUbstantial portion of respondents has no idea about it. 
From Table 4.19, it is obvious that all the 6 brands are 
.perceived to be All-Purpose Cream in Shanghai. This perception 
may come directly from their daily practice of using skin cream for 
all occaslons disregarding what type of cream it is. In addition, 
Hazeline, Ponds, Soft Sense as well as oil of Ulan are also treated 
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as a M~isturizing Cream in Shanghai. For Nivea, it is identified 
as ·a Hand & Body Protective Cream while Yin Fong is believed to be 
a Foundat.ion Cream in Shanghai. 
In Guangzhou, the situation is the other way round. Only 
oil 'of Ulan and Yin Fang hold the same images as that in Shanghai. 
Hazeline is considered to be a Cold Cream instead. For Nivea, the 
image is a bit vague and crosses over 3 categories namely Night 
,cream, Massage Cream and Hand & Body Protective Cream. Further, 
Ponds is regarded to be a Night Cream arid Soft p~ Sense 1S 
comprehended as a Cleansing Cream in addition to be a All-Purpose 
Cream. 
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Brand Guangztlou Shanghai 
Hazeline Cold Cream 26.7% All-Purpose Cream 26.7% 
Foundation Cream 18.5% Moisturizing Cream 26.7% 
Nivea: Hand & Body Protective All-Purpose Cream 38.7% 
Cream 23.6% Hand & Body Protective 
Massage Cream 20.0% Cream 25.3% 
Night Cream 18.2% 
Ponds Night Cream 31.1% Moisturizing Cream 28.6% 
All-Purpose Cream 14.5% All-Purpose Cream 20.0% 







All-Purpose ' Cream 20.0% All-Purpose C;-ream 26.8% 
Moisturizing Cream38.9% Moisturizing Cream 55.3% 
All-Purpose Cream 16.6% All-Purpose Cream 19.7% 
Foundation Cream 53.7% Foundation Cream 28.0% 
Hand & Body Protective Moisturizing pcream 26.7% 
Cream 13.0% 
. . The percentages show the dlstrlbutlon of frequencles 
among the 8 categories. 
Brand Positioning Among Different Categories of 
Skin Cream/ ' Lotion 
4.2.5.3 Intention to Buy 
According to the multiattribute model described by Henry 
Assae121 , the results in the overall evaluation of brands will in 
turn result in a positive or negative intention to buy and that, 
ultimately, results in the behavior of purchase. Respondents were 
asked to judge their probability of purchasing each brand in the 
next buy under a 7-point scale. Findings are summarized in Table 
4.20. 




Order in the Order of Order in the Order of 
Brands 
, ..... . .. ~ 
Intention to Brands I Intention to 
Evaluation Buy Evaluation Buy 
Ulan 2.2 Ulan 2.5 Hazeline 2.0 Hazeline 1.9 
Hazeline 2.5 Hazeline 3.1 Ulan 2.8 Ulan 2.7 
Ponds 2.6 Ponds 3.2 Soft Sense 3.3 Soft Sense 2.8 
yin Fong 3.2 yin Fong 3.6 Ponds 3.6 Ponds 2.9 
Nivea 4.9 Nivea 5.3 yin Fong 4.1 Nivea 4.3 
Soft Sense 5.4 Soft Sense 5.6 Nivea 4.1 yin Fong 4.4 
Note The numbers besldes the brand names are the mean scores. 
Table 4.20 Relationship between the Brand Evaluation and the 
Intention to Buy 
It 1S obvious that favorable brands in the evaluation 
will also be the brands having higher probability of buying in the 
next purchase. Favorable brands22 1n Guangzhou include Ulan, 
Hazeline and Ponds while in Shanghai, in addition to these three 
brands~ Soft Sense is also a favorable brand. The remaining brands 
in the two markets are then considered to be unfavorable. 
22 Here, brands are classitied into favorable and unfavorable by setting up a benchnlark at the middle of 
the 7-points scale (ie. 3.5). So, favorable brands will be those having a score less than 3.5 in intention to buy. 
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4.2.6 Media Habits and Share of Voices of Various Brands 
4.2.6.1 Broadcasting Media 
, ~.' A) Media Habits 
In our survey, we have found that all respondents from 
Shanghai own a T.V. set at home ( i.e.100% ) while the rate of 
ownership in Guangzhou is 99.4%. Moreover, the per,?entage of 
ownership of a radio is 98.8% in Shanghai and 94.8% in Guangzhou. 
Focusing on their of habits of watching television and listening to 
radio, we try to figure but when is the b~st time to ~dvertise. 
Despite the fact that sUbstantial amount of people do not have a 
habit to watch TV or listen to radio regularly, there are specific 
hours within a 'day which are more popular than others. Tables 4.21 





I TV I Radio TV I Radio 
Weekdays 20:01-21:00 Not Fixed 20:01-21:00 18:01-21:00 
33.3% 65.1% 49.9% 17.1% 
19:01-20:00 19:01-20:00 Not Fixed 
16.7% 28.9% 58.5% 
Not Fixed 
35.7% 
Sundaysj 20:00-21:00 Not Fixed 20:01-21:00 08:01-10:00 
Holidays 22.6% 77.3% 15.7% 10.8% 
Not Fixed 19:01-20:00 Not Fixed 




Note Ohly significant time slots are shown in' the Table. 
Percentages are calculated to the total broadcasting time 
slots available in each city. 
Table 4.21 Media Habits for TV and Radio 
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In Guangzhou, the number of audience for TV will peak at 
20:01 - 21:00 on weekdays while the number drops substantially on 
Sundays ,a-nd Holidays. For radio, we cannot identify any particular 
time slot which can stand out from others. The respondents are 
more likely to switch on radio whenever they like. 
In Shanghai, the regularity of media habi t among the 
respondents are more conspicuous as it 15 shown by the low 
percentage of the "Not Fixed" category. On weekdays, the 
respondents are used to watch TV at 20: 00 21: 0.0. but the 
percentage falls significantly on Sundays and Holidays. On the 
other hand, the peak hours of radio lie within 18:00 - 21:00 slot, 
just before the TV prime time~ However, the pattern disappears on 
Sundays and Holidays. 
B) Share of Voices 
We attempt to estimate the share of V01ces of the 
selected brands in each market by asking the respondents if they 
have ever seen the advertisements of the mentioned brands. 
~ Notwithstanding the accuracy of our ' results with the actual share 
among the brands, it is still fruitful to inspect the trend as well 





















TV Radio TV 
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: •• : • 2:.~ •• : . :: ·~: .~ . ' ( •. 1..3·4;)··.:.·· .·. : • ·2::k:.·j: .• ~·% •• :.·.:(:.6 •• 6.·) • '• '.: •••  . :·.·!::f4::. :::s ·%:· •• ·:.::: •• ••  ·(:.4:ti . .,:·::·.::· 
12.4% (73) 13.8% (40) 7 .1% ' (23) 
I · · · ... ······:·::· .. ·· :··· ·· .•. • ::: : .... : • .:> ..... <: • . : 
.13.·2% · · J43J 
0.5% (3 ) 3.7% (12) 
2.7% (16) 4.2% (12) 5.8% (19) 
0.5% (3 ) 0.3% (1) 4.0% (13) 
0.9% (5) 0.7% (2) 7.7% (25) 
2.2% (13) 2.8% (8) 
5.1% (30) 1.7% (5) 2.2% (7) 
2.7% (16) 1.2% (4) 
0.6% (2) 
0.9% (3 ) 
0.9% (5) 1.0% (3) 0.6% (2 ) 







3.9% (7 ) 
22.9% (41 ) 
1 
20.7% . (37) 
6 . ~7% (12) 
4.5% (8) 
1.7% (3 ) 
0.6% ( 1) 
0.6% ( 1) 
0.6% ( 1) 
100% (179) 
Note: The numbers ln parenthesls are absolute frequencies. 
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The cells of the significant brands are bolded & shaded. 
Table 4.22 Share of Voices of Various Brands in Broadcasting 
Media 
In general, the distribution of percentages are fairly 
concentrated for a few brands. It may be due to the fact that the 
respond~nts have already screened out the less significant brands 
which mayor may not advertise in the markets. However, it would 
not alter the order of the share of voices and those brands having 
high frequencies and exposures will absolutely get the highest 
frequencies in the question we have asked. 
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The top brands in , Guangzhou for both media are Ulan, Yin 
Fong and Hazeline while they are less dominant in the Shanghai 
market . . , .. Further, in Shanghai, the national brands Ruby and Xiafei 
are especially strong in radio and they predominate about half of 
the voices in radio. 
4.2.6.2 Printed Media 
A) Media Habits 
From the survey, we have calculated the averag~~- number of 
copies of" newspaper and magazine per person for our samples in the 
two cities. The results are shown in Table 4.23. 
Guangzhou Shanghai 
Average No. of 2.2 2 . 6 
Copies of Newspaper 
Average number of 1.6 1.9 
Copies of Magazine 
Table 4.23 The Averaqe Number of Copies for Newspaper and 
Magazine 
Contrast the figures from the two cities, we learn that 
the averages for Shanghai are higher than that for Guangzhou. It 
is because the educational level of respondents in the sample from 
Shanghai is higher than that from Guangzhou. Hence, it is not 
surprising for them to have a higher rate of readership for 
newspaper as well as magazine. 
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B) Share of Voices 
' ~ ~. According to Table 4.24, we discover that the heavy 
advertised brands like Ulan, Yin Fong and Hazeline again 
predominate the share of voices in both printed media. In 
Shanghai, similar pattern . as in the broadcasting media can be 
found. The share of voice in the newspaper is well distributed 
among several brands. including the top three brands of Guangzhou. 
For magazine, the national brands Ruby and Xiafei are exceptionally 
strong . . It is quite clear that these two national brarids stress 





















Newspaper Magazine Newspaper Magazine 
11.3% (43) 13.1% (43) 5.6% (9) 6.9% (12) 
0.3% (1) 
:::::<:::< >:'::::::::-:,,:::: ,', ' , :' ,,' ,,' :<: :-:- :'«:::' ::- :-: -:' :,' 
:14\ 8% : ',' (2:4} :" 0.3% (1) 5.7% (10) 
0.3% (1) 6.2% (10) 4.0% (7 ) 
3.7% (14) 1.5% (5) 9.3% ( 15 ) . 19,:.4% (34) 
3.7% (14) 1.8% (6) 9.9% ( 16 ) '18. 3 % (32) 
3.7% (14) 1.8% (6) 8.6% ( 1 4 ) 8 . ,(9.% ( 1 5 ) 
0.5% (2 ) 3.1% (10) 
7.1% (27) 5.8% (19) 1.2% (2 ) 2.9% (5) 
1.6% ( 6) , 0.6% (2 ) 3.1% ( 5) 1.7% ( 3 ) 
0.6% ( 2 ) 1.2% (2 ) 1.1% (2 ) 
0.3% (1) 0.6% ( 1) 
0.8% (3) 0.6% (1) 0.6% ( 1) 
100% (381) 100% (327) 100% (172) 100% (175) 
Note: The numbers ln parenthesis are absolute frequencies. 
The cells of th~ significant brands are shaded. 
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Table 4.24 Share of Voice of Various Brands in Printed Media 
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4.2.7 Conclusion 
,"~' Basically, this survey is aimed at collecting more 
descriptions about consumers in Guangzhou and Shanghai. with the 
use of a comprehensi ve qu~stionnaire, we attempt to explore, 
compare and contrast several aspects of consumer behaviors in the 
two cities. 
We have included 6 brands, which are highly aware, into 
the brands evaluation analysis. The results of the multiattribute 
model match pretty well with the order from direct ranking (which 
show the overall attitude towards a brand). Thus, we can come to 
a conclusion that the attributes that we have selected are the most 
salient factors that consumers have to consider during the brands 
evaluation. Among the 16 attributes, we classify them into 3 
groups each of them has different degree of importance in the 
buying decision process. Marketing actions focussing on the Class 
I attributes is recommended and they will be further discussed in 
the next chapt~r. 
Furthermore, findings for the consumption pattern, 
shopping behavior, psychographic of consumers and their pattern of 
media habits have , shed light on customer needs identification, 
produc~s positioning and market segmentation, ways to promote and 
themes to advertise skin ,cream/ lotion in both Shangha i and 
Guangzhou markets. In response to ~hat, we have made a series of 
recommendations for the industry practitioners in the next chapter. 
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5.0 Guidelines for Marketing Skin cream/Lotion in Shanghai & 
Guangzhou 
5.1 Product Positioning & Market Segmentation 
" .. ... ~ 
• The Benefit Segmentation, which is a consumer oriented 
approach, is recommended but it requires marketers to 
identify the consumer needs. Based on our findings and 
interpretations, we simply segment the current skin care 
markets of Shanghai and Guangzhou into : 
1. "Quality" Segment which believe .the most important 
factor in choosing skin cream/ lotion is product quality. 
In addition, they have already taken it as a kind of 
necessity in their daily life. The income of this group 
is above average and many of them work in the Joint-
. Venture or Foreign Enterprises. They are more likely to 
be influenced by their colleagues and friends. Their age 
range is pretty wide but the majority lies within the 
range of 18 to 35 years old. They are also heavy users 
of skin cream/ lotion and the use of skin cream 1S 
incorporated as a part of their daily life. 
2. "Pseudo-Quality" Seg~ent which has similar belief as 
the first segment but their incomes are less so that they 
cannot afford to purchase such kinds of "quality" 
products. Hence" they would try to fulfill their needs 
by using other less expensive substitutes, such as the 
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local brands. So, they are more price sensitive. 
3. "Function" Segment in which users focus on more 
specific functions of the cream instead of just searching 
for the "quality brands". They might want the 
moisturizing cream, cleansing crea~, foundation cream or 
night cream rather than solely using the all-purpose 
cream. 
• It is best to position a skin cream/ lotion a&'- -~a "quality 
product" instead of . "economical product" so that the 
brand image would not be cheapened and better suit the 
mind set of consumers. 
• Besides good product quality, western-style brandnames 
would be better received ' by consumers at first sight 
according to the result of our survey. So, brandname 
becomes one of the critical success factors ln the 
process of marketing and it is recommended to glve the 
skin cream/lotion product a western style name so as to 
add the product a stylish image. Moreover, it also helps 
to increase the level of confidence over the brand. 
• In order to minimize the financial risks of users, and 
motivate trials, smaller-sized and lower priced package 
is recommended. Marketers need not reduce their price 
, ... .. ..... 
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per unit volume but it just costs the customers less for 
each smaller-sized unit of cream. 
5.2 Pricing 
• If we assume the budget allocated to skin-cream be 50% of 
their total expenses on cosmetics, the present level of 
budget will be about Rmb10 - 15 per month. On average, 
one bottle of skin-cream can be used for 2 months, that 
is to say, the pr ice · of skin cream/ lotion cannot be 
higher than Rmb30; otherwise , it will become unaffordable 
for average consumers in Shanghai and Guangzhou. For 
these two markets, price can be fixed higher in Guangzhou 
since the average income of people there is higher. 
5.3 Promotion 
• Based on the result 
promotional tools are 
lifting sales : 
of our study, the following 
found to be very effecti ve ln 
# Free trial by means of free samples. 
# Establish favorable word-of-mouth communications 
among cosmetics professionals. 
# Point-of-sale consultation services. 
# . Gift package. 
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5.4 Distribution 
. -. ~, It can be assured that state-run department stores and 
Friendship stores are the two main channels of 
distribution for skin cream/ lotion. However, the 
consumers ln Guangzhou used to purchase from di verse 
channels which include sole-propr ietor ' s stores too. 
Therefore-, it 1S suggested that more comprehensive 
network of distribution channels should be employed in 
Guangzhou. However, the interest of big .'-·-department 
stores should not be neglected. 
5.4 optimal Mix 
As a conclusion, a quality all-purpose skin cream/ lotion 
sold through diversified channels by all promotional means 1S 
recommended in both the Shanghai and Guangzhou markets. However, 
besides the environmental factors, we have already considered, we 
have also to take care of internal factors within the marketing 
firms so as to design a tailor-made marketing plan to allocate 
resources as well as the intensity of efforts' on different aspects 
of marketing action for a particular brand. Hence, the optimal mix 
will be varied from brands to brands and it is infeasible to 
generalize all of them. 
Appendix I 
Questionnaire of First Survey (Chinese versiont~ 
: 1 1 3 1 
i l i i E S ^ ^ 1 1 MB AS A CUHK 
各 位 填 表 人 、 ： 
4 尔 好 ！ 這 份 問 卷 是 由 香 ？ 巷 中 文 大 學 工 商 管 理 硬 
士 課 程 二 年 , 级 兩 名 學 生 （ 卜 t 蜜 輝 及 危 永 標 ） 所 設 計 ， 旨 在 通 
過 f 由 樣 問 卷 調 査 之 方 式 ， 以 瞭 解 > f t 裝 品 在 中 國 廣 州 及 上 海 
兩 値 城 市 之 消 費 狀 況 ， 調 査 結 果 肖 夺 作 為 我 們 畢 業 論 文 之 重 
要 組 成 咅 1 5 份 ， 為 求 準 確 希 望 各 位 女 口 賁 填 寫 ， 資 料 將 絶 對 保 
密 ， 用 完 後 即 被 銷 毀 • ‘ 
最 後 ， 對 各 位 之 支 持 ， 我 f f ， 將 衷 尤 、 感 謝 ！ 若 瑱 表 
" V 人 不 介 , 意 透 露 姓 名 及 地 址 ， ？ 該 資 料 填 在 問 卷 之 最 後 一 欄 
, 我 們 在 收 到 瑱 好 之 問 卷 後 ， 便 寄 上 象 徵 性 紀 念 品 一 份 ， 
以 表 謝 意 . 
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低 於 2 0 0 元 （ ） 
200 - 4 0 0 元 （ ） 
401 • 6 0 0 元 ( ) 
601 - 8 0 0 元 ( ) 
801 - 1000元（） 
1000元以JT ( ) 
7 . 家 庭 合 共 成 員 （ 計 共 住 連 本 人 ） _ _ _ _ _ , . ， 
8.家庭中的經濟來源有幾人？ „ „ „ 一 人 
9 . 有 闋 使 用 化 装 品 的 資 料 ( 在 括 號 内 或 適 當 位 置 内 打 
I ) 護 虜 , 潔 盧 “ 
A . 曰 用 ： -
’ 1.面部 ‘ 現 時 購買地點 
替 經 — — 
使用使用 牌子 頻度 
a . 洗 面 奶 ( ) ( ) 一 — 一 每 月 / 週 / 日 ) （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / f i 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
b • 日 霜 《 ） < ) _ _ _ _ _ 每 ( 月 / 週 / 曰 次 （國營商店/友誼商店/fi髏商店/贈送） 
c • 晚 霜 （ ） （ ） - 每 „ 一 （ 月 / 週 / 日 „ 次 （國營商店/友誼商店/6體商店/贈送） 
d . 爽 盧 水 （ ） （ ） — — — 每 — — ( 月 / 週 / 日 ) _ _ _ 次 （國營商店/友誼商店/¾髏商店/贈送） 
e • 收 縮 水 （ ） （ ） 每 — （ 月 / 週 / 日 ) 次 （國營商店/友誼商店/ft體商店/贈送） 
f * 洗 面 資 ( ) 0 每——（月/週/日)—次 （國營商店/友誼商店/fi髏商店/贈送） 
g . 潤 唇 資 0 ( ) 每 — ( 月 / 週 / 曰 ) „ 一 次 （國營商店/友誼商店/fi體商店/贈送） 
h • 護 唇 霜 （ ） 0 一 - 每 _ _ ( 月 / 週 / 曰 次 （國營商店/友誼商店/锢體商店/贈送） 
丨.眼霜/眼膏0 0 每 ( 月 / 週 / 日 次 （國營商店/友誼商店/信體商店/贈送） 
� . • • • • • ‘ ‘ , ‘' ., • •'.. • •. , • . . • “ “ . , 
. ‘ H z , 
2 .身髏：- 購買地點 
a • 沐 浴 S 0 0 每 ― ( 月 / 週 / 日 ) 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
b.潤•盧露/護唐S ( ) 0 每——（月/週/日)—_ t (國營商店/友誼商店/fi體商店/贈送） 
C . 潤 手 S () . 0 每 ― ( 月 / 週 / 曰 _ t (國營商店/友誼商店/fi髏商店/賭送） 
3 .頭髮：-
a . 洗 髮 水 （ ） （） 每 — ( 月 / 週 / 日 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / ¾ 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
b . 洗 髮 資 ( ) ( ) _ „ _ _ „ 每 _ _ _ (月/週/日次（國營商店/友誼商店/锢體商店/贈送） 
c . 護 髮 素 （ ） （） 每 一 ― ( 月 / 週 / 日 ) „ „ 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / 6 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
( 3 . 噴 髮 膠 （ ） ( ) — — — 每 _ _ _ (月/週/日)_„_次（國營商店/友誼商店/6體商店/贈送） 
e . 定 型 水 （ ） 0 每 — ( 月 / 週 / 日 ) 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 店 / 贈 送 ） 
f • 染 髮 水 （ ） ( ) 每 ― ( 月 / 週 / 日 ) _ _ _ 次 個營商店/友誼商店/fi體商店/贈送） 
g. JELLY f () 0 一 每 - „ (月/週/日 )（國營商店/友誼商店/値體商店/贈送） 
b. MOUSE () 0 — — — 每 — ( 月 / 週 / 日 ) 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / 健 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
i . 煩 油 劑 0 ( ) 一 • 每 — ( 月 / 週 / 曰 ) t (國營商店/友誼商店/6體商店/贈送） 
B ) 週 用 / 月 用 ： - _ 
� a . 磨 沙 膏 0 0 _ _ _ _ _ 每 _ _ (月/週/日 )次（國營商店/友誼商店/6體商店/贈送） 
b.按摩資 0 0 每____ (月/週/日)_次（國營商店/友誼商店/個髏商店/賭送) 
c . 面 膜 （） （） 每 _ _ (月/週/日)__次（國營商店/友誼商店/痼髏商店/贈送） 
d . 眼 膜 （ ） 0 每_—(月/週/曰)___次（國營商店/友誼商店/锢體商店/贈送） 
e . 營 養 水 （ ） ( ) 每 — ( 月 / 週 / 曰 t (國營商店/友誼商店/fi體商店/贈送） 
- - . … . 彳3. 
I I ) 彩 色 化 装 品 ： -
a . 粉 底 S ( ) 0 . . . . 每„—(月/週/日)__„次（國營商店/友誼商店/¾髏商店/贈送） 
b . 粉 餅 （ ） （） 每—―（月/週/日)„一次（國營商店/友誼商店/fi體商店/贈送） 
c . 眼 瞌 資 ( I ( ) 每—_ (月/週/日 )次（國營商店/友誼商店 / f i體商店/贈送） 
e • 眼 影 0 0 每___ (月/週/日)—_次（國營商店/友誼商店/fi體商店/賠送） 
f . 眼 線 筆 （ ） ( ) 每 ― ( 月 / 週 / 曰 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / 6 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
g•盾筆 0 0 每____ (月/週/日)__„次（國營商店/友誼商店/fi體商店/贈送） 
h • 唇 資 0 0 每 ― ( 月 / 週 / 日 t (國營商店/友誼商店/6髏商店/贈送） 
i . 潤 悬 油 / 膏 （ ） （ ） _ _ _ _ _ _ 每 — （ 月 / 週 / 曰 _ 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / 锢 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
j • 胭 脂 0 0 每 „ „ (月/週/日)„„次（國營商店/友誼商店/6贐商店/贈送） 
• � • 
k . 指 甲 油 （ ） 0 一 一 一 —每—（月/週/日 )__次（國營商店/友誼商店 / f i體商店/贈送） 
I I I ) 輔 助 化 裝 用 品 ： _ 
a . . 冷 霜 （） （ ） 一 _ _ _ 每 „ _ (月/週/曰)—次（國營商店/友誼商店/6體商店/贈送） 
b • 卸 装 霜 （） ( ) 一 — — 每 一 „ (月/週/日)—次（國營商店/友誼商店/锢體商店/贈送） 
c . 眼 部 卸 装 水 （ ） （） 每__一（月/週/日)——次（國營商店/友誼商店/6髏商店/贈送） 
d . 遮 瑕 膏 0 ( ) 每 _ _ (月/遇/日)___ t (國營商店/友誼商店/¾體商店/贈送） 
e . 睫 毛 • ( ) ( ) 每 _ „ ( 月 / 週 / 曰 ) 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
f . 眉 _ ( ) ( ) 一 - 每 ( 月 / 週 / 曰 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / f i 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
g • 脱 毛 資 0 0 每 ( 月 / 週 / 日 ) 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / f i 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
I V ) 香 體 品 ： -
a . 香 水 （ ） （ ） 每 — ( 月 / 週 / 日 ) — — 次 （ 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 商 店 / ¾ 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
b . 止 汗 香 體 液 （ ） ( ) 每 ( 月 / 週 / 日 t (國營商店/友誼商店/齒體商店/贈送） 
c • 香 氛 0 ( ) 每 — ( 月 / 週 / 曰 _ t (國營商店/友誼商店/fi體商店/贈送） 
d . 古 龍 水 （ ） 0 每 ( 月 / 遇 / 日 - 次 ( 國 營 商 店 / 友 誼 j S 店 / 锢 體 商 店 / 贈 送 ） 
V ) 其 他 
c h 
• . - * ‘ .•‘ -




雜誌 （） ‘ 
街上廣告牌（） 
百貨公司陳列（） 
街頭宣傳 ( ) 
朋友介紹 （） ：： 
其它 0 
12.閣下現時用在化装品之每月支出約 為 元人民幣？ 
1 3 . 閣 下 顔 意 並 能 負 摟 在 化 装 品 之 每 月 支 出 估 計 為 • 元人民幣？ 
1 4 ； 你 S 得 現 時 有 嘟 些 牌 子 或 者 種 類 的 化 装 品 是 你 想 買 到 ， 但 市 場 上 卻 找 不 到 的 ？ 
1 5 . 姓 名： — 
地 址•• 
,' .. .. ... , 
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Mast.er of Business Administ.rat.ion Progranlme 
," ... ... 
The Chinese Universit.y of I-Iong Kong 
Questionnaire for a study of conSUlller behaviour on skin crealll/lotioll 
I n trod uction 
We are two of the students froll1 the MBA Prograln, the Chinese University of Hong Kong and 
now, we are going to conduct a survey on conSllIner behaviour on skin crealn/lotion. The findings of 
the survey will ONLY be utilized in a study of the conSUlner behaviour on coslnetics in the PRC. All 
the completed questionnaires will be destroyed after acaden1ic use and they will be kept strictI y 
confidential throughout the course of the study. 
Guidelines 
* Please mark a tick "~ " at the appropriate space provided for each question you answer. 
* Please answer the questions in the san1e order as the question nUlllber. 
* Please follow the instructions in bracket after the questions if any. 
* Additional COlnments and suggestions to each question are WelC0111e. 
********** TI k Y ********** lan ou 
PART I 
1. How fanli1iar are you with the following brands of skin creanl/iotion? 

















,' .. .. ... 
Very 
Falniliar 
1 2 3 4 
2. Are you currently using any brand(s) of skin crealn/lotion ? 
Yes 
No 
( Please go to Q.4 ) 
( Please go to Q.3 ) 
5 
3. Please state your reason(s) for NOT using skin creanl/1otion ? 
Not necessary 
Too troublesolne 
. Skin allergy 
Dissatisfied with 
available brands 














5. How frequent are you using skin eream/lotion ? 
Less than 1 tilne / day 
1 tilne / day 
2 tinles / day 
3 tilnes / day 
4 times / day 
5 times / day 
6 or above /day 
6. On what oeeasion(s) do you use skin ereanl/Iotion ? 





After washing hands 
When skin beconle dry 
Others 
7. How many unit(s) of skin ereanl/lotion have you bought in the PAST 6 MONTI-IS ? 
8. When is your USUAL TIME to buy skin erealn/lotion ? 
















10. What are the reason(s) for your FIRST buy? (More than one choice is acceptable) 
Advertisement-motivated 
. "Keeping up with the J oneses" 
Friends/Relati ves' referral 
Good experience with free 
samples / gifts 
Necessity 




11. Since the first buy, have you ClIANGED the brand(s) of skin creanl/lotion YOll use '! 
Yes No 




( Please answer,a. only) 
( Please answer b. only) 
( Please go to Q.13 ) 




Good quality . 
Good packaging 
Good sale services 
Originali ty 
( Please go to Q. 13 ) 
Price Quality 
Brand Services 
Image ._ Curiosity 
Friends' IRelati ves' cri ticislTI 
Easily available 
Prestige ilnage 





A vai labili ty 
Others 
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13. a. Do you ask for reconlnlendation fronl others before nlaking purchase of skin creanl/lotion? 
Yes 
. No 
( Please answer both b. and c. ) 
( Please answer c. only) 
b. WHOM you would ask fOI~ ? (Can· be lllore than 1 choice) 
Parents Relatives Teachers 
Sisters Schoolnlates Other Friends 
Colleagues Sales 
Neighbours Professionals Others 
c. WHO would ask you to give reconlnlendation before they purchase skin crearn/iotioll ') 















































Convenience of Use 
Texture 
Spreadability 












17. Which of the following brand(s) are you CURRENTLY using? 
(Please m~rk the appropriate blanks) 
Alana Bessy Hazeline Ballet 
Leifei Lorensa Ruby 
Ludanlan Merlin Xiafei 
Soft Sense Nivea 
DIan Pears Others 
Yin Fong Ponds 
Shiseido 
100 
18. Please rate the following brands under each attribute in a continuous scale fronl I to 7, 1 for 

















Speed of" rubbing in It 
--
Richness 
Nivea Ponds Soft Sense Ulari~'- Yin Fong 







Yin Fong ' 
16-20 21-25 26-30 30-35 over 35 No idea 
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20. MATCH the following brands with their corresponding categories and please Inal")( the 





















1 2 3 4 





























23. Rank the following brands fronl 1 (nlo:st favourable) to 6 (least favourable) according to your 
OVERALL perception towards thenl . 
. Hazeline Nivea Ponds Soft Sense Ulan Yin Fon o b 
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b. Usually, which period of tiIne \vithin a day will you \vatch T. V .. during WEEI(DA YS '! 
07:00 - 12:00 
12:01 - 18:00 
18: 0 1 - 19: 00 
19:01 - 20:00 
20:01 - 21 :00 
21 : 0 1 - 22: 00 
22:01 - 23:00 
23:01 - 24:00 
Not Sure 
c. Usually, which period of tinle within a day will you watch T. V.during SA TURDA Y ,SUNDA Y 
AND HOLIDAYS? 
07:00 - 12:00 
12: 0 1 - 18: 00 
18: 0 1 - 19: 00 
19:01 - 20:00 
20:01 - 21:00 
21 :01 - 22:-00 
22:01 - 23:00 
23:01 - 24:00 
Not Sure 
d. Have you ever seen any T. V .COM-MERCIAL(S) of the follo\ving brands'! (Please tick the 
appropriate blanks) 
. Alana ~ Bessy Hazeline Ballet 
Leifei Lorensa Ruby 
Ludanlan Merlin · Xiafei 
Soft Sense Nivea 
Ulan Pears Others 
Yin Fong Ponds 
Shiseido 
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26. a. Do you have radio at horne ? 
27. 
Yes No 
b. Usually, which period of tirne within a day will you listen to radio broadcasting during 
WEEKDAYS? 
06:00 - 08:00 
08:01 - 10:00 
10:01 - 12:00 
12: 0 1 - 15: 00 
15:01 - 1'8:00 
18: 0 1 - 21: 00 
21 :01 - 24:00 
Not Sure 
c. Usually, which period of tinle within a day will you listen to radio broadcasting du ring 
SATURDAY,SUNDAY AND WEEI(DAYS? . 
06:00 - 08:00 
08:01 - 10:00 
10:01- 12:00 . 
12: 0 1 - 15: 00 
15: 0 1 - 18: 00 
18: 0 1 - 21: 00 
21 :01 - 24:00 
Not Sure 
d. Have you ever heard any advertiselnent(s) of the follo\ving on RADIO? (Please tick the 
appropriate blanks) 
Alana Bessy Hazeline Ballet 
Leifei Lorensa Ruby 
Ludanlan Merlin Xiafei 
Soft Sense Nivea 
Ulan Pears Others 
Yin Fong Ponds 
Shiseido 
a. How many copies of newspaper do you read EVERYDAY? __ copies 
b. Have you ever seen the advert.isenlent(s) of the following brands in NEWSPAPER? (Please 
tick the appropriate blanks) 
Alana Bessy Hazeline Ballet 
Leifei Lorensa Ruby 
Ludanlan Merlin Xiafei 
Soft Sense Nivea 
Ulan Pears Others 
Yin Fong Ponds 
Shiseido 
c. How many copies of nlagazine do you read EVERY WEEI( ? 
__ copies 
104 
d. Have you ever seen the advertiselnent(s) of the following brands in MAGAZINE '! (Please 
tick the appropriate blanks) 
Alana Be~sy Hazeline 
Leifei Lorensa 
Ludanlan Merlin 
Soft Sense Nivea 
Ulan Pears 
Yin Fong Ponds 
Shiseido 
PARTV 
28. What is your age ? 
18-20 21-25 
29. . What is your education level ? 
Primary school 
Upper secondary school 
U ni versi ty or above 
30. Are you lllarried ? 
31. What is your employnlent status ? 
32. What is your occupation ? 
Industry 
Hotel/Hostel 
Food & beverage 
Tourism 
Wholesale & Retail 
Banking 
Trading 
Other Business Fields 
Manufacturing 
. Other Industrial Fields 
Education 




























(Please go to Q.32) 
(Please go to Q.34) 
(Please go to Q.34) 
(Please go to Q.34) 
33. What type of organization are you working for? 
National Enterprise 
. Collective. Enterprise 





34. What is your MONTHLY inconle? (in RMB) 
Below 100 
101 - 200 
201 - 300 
301 - 400 
401 - 600 
601 - 800 
801 - 1000 
Above 1000 
35. How many fanliIy nlenlber(s) do you have? (Include only those \"ho live together) 
Menlbers 
----
36. How much do you spend on necessity PER MONTI-I ? (in RMB) 
105 
(ie. it includes expenditure on foods, ciothings, transpol1.ation, rents, education expense on 
children and other neccesity expense) 
RMB 
----
37. If you have any conlnlent on this questionnaire, please write it down in the space pl·ovided. 
38. Please write down your name. 
************** Thank You For Your Cooperation ************** 
Appendix lIB 
Questionnaire of Second Survey (Chinese versiori) 
问 卷 调 4 查 “ 
苐 一 邙 份 
1 . 你 对 下 列 聛 子 的 护 肤 m / 讪 （ 以 下 问 s 屮 的 脾 子 均 指 沪 K 箱 / 讪 ) 
的 熟 悉 程 哎 - f j 多 少 ？ （ ii? tii迠当位S打” N/“) -
® 常 B 悉 从 未 听 间 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
§ 兰 贝 西 _ _ _ _ _ _ _一― 
丽 妃 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
绿 丹 娜 _ _ _ _ _ _ ‘ _ 一：一二二：：：：：：：：： 一 ：：： 
一 舒 欣 — 一 
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 • • 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — • 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 玉 - 油 
一 一 . 一 一 一 一 一 — — 一 一 — 一 一 — — — — — — — — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — 一 一 一 一 ^ • 一 一 一 一 
7% 5 / — _ — 一 … 一 … 
更 士 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — 
' 乐 兰 莎 二二二 二 = 二二二 ：：二二二二 二二二二二二 二二二二二 
73 NN Wc _ _ _ — _ 
妮 维 亚 . . 
一 一 一 一 麵 . ， • 一 一 一 一 一 — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 
1 莉 牌 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 产 一 
旁 士 _ r i " ：“ 
姿 生 袁 — 二 _ _ _ _ _ _ _::二二二 ：二：二：： 
芭 萤 
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — — — — — - — — 輯 一 一 一 一 一 — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 • 一 一 一 一 一 一 — . 一 露 美 _ _ _ 一 _ _ 
® 飞 _ _ _ _ _ I Z I I I I i z i i ~ i i n i i i i i i n z 
2 . 你 现 时 有 否 使 n i f f 何 牌 子 ？ 孖 _ ( ® 由 第 4 条 问 一 题 幵 t o 
否二：：二 （ 请 四 答 问 题 3 ) ， 
3 • i l 列 出 你 不 使 用 护 肤 霜 / 坤 的 原 因 ？ 
无 霈 耍 _ 太 资 皮 肤 敏 感 _ _ _ _ _ _ 没 对 适 合 的 牌 子 
太 庥 烦 过 份 女 性 化 — 无 任 何 原 因 其 它 
) ( 请 由 第 2 5 条 问 题 幵 始 回 答 . ） — — 
第 二 部 份 一 
4 . 你 使 用 护 肤 霜 / 讪 有 多 长 吋 问 ？ 年 — — 一 
5 . 每 天 使 用 护 肤 S / 汕 的 次 数 为 ： ， 1 — 
少 於 一 次 ― - Ik _ _ _ _ _ 二 次 一 一 一 一 三 次 四 次 
五 次 一 一 一 _ 六 次 或 以 上 一 … — - - -
6 . 你 在 下 列 哪 种 情 况 下 使 J j j 护 肤 f f i / 汕 ？ 
洗 面 後 化 藥 前 — » 装 ’ m觉前 
洗 澡 後 洗 手 後 ― 一 皮 f i r 千 燥 其 它 、 • ^ 
7 • 在 过 去 六 个 月 内 , 你 所 购 买 的 护 肤 霜 / 汕 共 多 少 瓶 ？ jin 
8 • 你 一 股 在 什 ® 时 间 昀 买 护 肤 祐 / 讪 ？ '( 
曰 ： 垦 期 一 至 五 时 间 ： 早 上 
星 期 六 下 午 
星 期 日 晚 上 
不 定 不 2 一 
9 . 你 ^ ； ^ 在 什 & 地 方 购 买 护 肤 屈 / 油 ？ 一 — 
国 营 商 店 友 泣 商 店 个—体商店 _ _ 一 , _ _ — 
推 销 员 其 它 — — — 
1 0 . 你 第 一 次 购 买 护 肤 霜 / 汕 的 貼 因 为 ？ （ 可 选 择 超 过 一 个 职 囚 ） 
广 告 吸 弓 丨 必 S t i 会 风 气 影 响 
朋 友 / 亲 成 介 绍 好 奇 心 'ft越感 
1 经 M 用 後 感 满 意 其 它 、 
1 1 . 自 从 苐 一 次 购 买 起 ， 你 曾 否 i l i i 另 一 只 脾 子 ？ 有 一 - 一 否 一 - -
1 2 . 在 下 次 购 买 时 • 你 会 否 继 续 昀 买 现 时 所 使 用 的 那 个 牌 子 ， 并 列 明 原 因 ？ 
会 ( 请 回 答 甲 . ） 
不 会 ( 请 回 答 乙 ） 
不 肯 定 ( 请 回 答 苐 1 3 S ) ‘ 
i 
请 在 适 当 空 S 打 " v / •’ ： - ‘ 
甲 . 价 格 合 理 — — 品 鱼 好 包 装 好 名 牌 二 一 一 
) 购 买 方 便 — „ 销 © 服 务 好 — _ _ 无 心 再 找 另 一 只 牌 子 一 一 
产 地 具 （ f t 越 形 象 其 它 
乙 • 价 t s 品 I ® — — 包 装 腺 子 f 务 — — -
产 地 形 象 好 奇 心 购 买 困 难 
朋 友 / 亲 戚 批 评 其 它 „ 二 _ 
1 3 . 甲 . 你 曾 否 就 护 肤 霜 / 油 向 其 丨 i k 人 徵 洵 意 见 ？ 
： 有 ( 请 回 答 乙 及 丙 . ） 
没 有 ( 请 回 答 丙 . ） 
乙 • ’ . 你 会 向 谁 人 徵 询 ？ （ 可 多 於 一 个 ‘ ） 
父 母 亲 戚 姊 味 ’ 老 师 ‘ .•同学 
； 朋 友 同 事 邻 B 销 @ 服 务 ® 
IV 坫 奂 Jlf A 吊 . U 
丙 . 哪 些 人 会 向 你 a 洵 意 见 ？ （ 可 多 於 — 个 ） 
父 母 亲 ® 姊 昧 老 师 - 问 学 — — 
朋 友 冋 箏 邻 i s 销 s 服 务 员 
化 装 专 业 人 员 - - - - 其 它 
！ 4 . 请 问 推 销 员 或 销 堡 服 务 § 的 怠 见 对 你 选 择 牌 子 的 影 响 有 多 大 1 、 — -
非 常 有 影 响 ’ 绝 无 彭 响 
1 2 3 4 5 6 T T - — 
— — 一 一 — 一 — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — — ^ 一 一 — * 一 
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — 
1 5 . 你 会 单 为 下 列 因 柰 淮 动 而 购 买 任 何 — 一 种 牌 子 的 可 能 性 有 多 少 ？ 一 一 
很 可 能 伋 少 可 能 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ifr iw ———————— 
H ———一„一„ — 一 一 -
jili % . ——一-一^--
免 费 美 容 课 ！ M — — - 一 — — — 一 一 ― — 
免 费 试 用 … 一 
1 6 . 请 指 出 下 列 产 品 特 点 的 f f l 要 f l 度 ？ 
伋 重 耍 一 极 不 重 
~ " 一 . —• • — — 一 - • 
^ =P — — — ― ― — . — 
价 « 一 ― 一 一 一 ― 一 _ — — — - — 叫 一 ， • 
昀 买 方 ffi 程 度 — - — — 一 -
k ^ — — 一 ― 一 一 - — — 一 一 一 
广、: Jili 各 as . ^mm _ ^ ^ • ^ ^ • •丨 _^ ___ • __ mmm , , . .. | _ , . - __ __ | _ —_ MM —• — —“ —» — —» 
香 味 — _ — 一 _ — _ _ _ 一 
色 
f^U f 分 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 • 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — • — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 
\ "J 口 ) j 一 一 一 一 ― ― • 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 _ 一 一 — ~ 一 — — 一 — — 一 一 — — — — — — » — 
iS^  一 一 一 一 一 — 一 一 一 一 一 一 ‘ 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — 一 一 
护 肤 能 力 -
使 用 方 便 程 度 — — 一 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • - - ； 
J H ^ 一 一 一 一 — 一 _. “ , 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 • — 一 
i ^ f ^ c 力 
渗 透 力 _ 、 
< 农 一 一 一 - 一 一 一 一 — 一 — — 一 — 一 • — 一 一 — — — 
第 三 部 份 
1 7 . 下 列 牌 子 中 ， 你 现 时 有 （ 吏 钼 唧 一 / 几 个 ？ 
瞾 兰 贝 西 a ± j B ^ 
丽 妃 乐 兰 莎 s 美 
绿 丹 娜 _ — — 万 丽 莱 - s 飞 
舒 欣 妮 维 亚 
玉 兰 汕 莉 牌 . . 
7 % 芳 一 一 一 一 一 一 旁 士 
姿 生 堂 — 
d 
i s . 请 就 各 项 产 品 特 点 • 给 下 列 六 种 牌 子 评 分 ， 由 1 至 7 » 1 分 a 不 满 m , 7分为蒞•；!'?•觉. 
1 、〜^ K 士 莲 妮 维 亚 夯 氏 舒 欣 玉 兰 ？ S / 讪 永 芳 
牌 〒 
价 格 
昀 买 玄 f $ 程 度 
^ ^ . — -
产 地 ' 一 - 一 ： 
香 味 ： —— • 一 ， - -； 
颜 色 ： 
化 学 成 份 二 
洁 净 力 ： — ： 
•；兹 m j k -
i p a t . 他 - h 
使 用 方 ffi 度 - - - - - _ 
质 感 — 
r s 力 _ _ _ _ _ 
渗 进 力 
浓 度 
1 9 . 你 认 为 下 列 牌 子 最 适 合 那 一 个 年 龄 e 次 的 女 性 ： . 
1 6 - 2 0 2 1 - 2 5 2 6 - 3 0 3 0 - 3 5 35 以上 无 : t 见 
S 士 莲 
k 维 亚 二二二二二二 二二二二二二 二二二二二二 二二二二二二 
夸 氏 一 _ ！ 
缸欣 一 _ j 
玉 兰 S / 油 I 
^ 胃 ： — 一一 — 
一 I 
2 0 . 就 你 所 i , 请 将 下 列 牌 子 填 上 你 认 为 最 合 适 的 对 应 沖 类 ( 只 可 以 选 择 一 个 ) . 
冷 锫 晚 霜 按 ® 霜 洁 净 霜 多 用 途 霜 粉 弦 霜 湿 润 霜 护 肤 霜 
( 手 部 - . . 
) — 身 体 ） 
“ ； ^ m MM MS mam amm OT mv mmm ww mmm w • • • • • • • • 
妮 维 亚 -
旁 氏 _ _ 一 _ _ _ _ _ - “ 
舒 欣 _ 一 ：― __ _ 
玉 兰 霜 / 油 … … -
7九芳 ； 
2 1 . 你 认 为 下 列 牌 子 的 普 遍 埕 度 ？ 
极 普 適 - 扱 不 普 遍 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
— 
mmM. — … 一 _ — 一 _ 
旁 氏 = 一—： I " " " 二一一 
舒 欣 _ 一 _ _ — — 
玉 兰 霜 / 油 — : 1 : : ：：二：一 I " " " 7 " . 
一 — 一 一 • 一 — 一 ― • 講 — 一 了 麵 一 鶴 一 一 — 秦 
7% 万 . _ 一 ： 
/ 
2 2 . 你 对 下 列 牌 子 的 推 荐 程 度 ： 
极 为 淮 荐 伋 不 淮 荐 
1 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 
^ ； ： 
' 妮 维 亚 — — — -
旁 氏 〜 
舒 欣 … … 
玉 芸 霜 / 油 … … ———— — 
永 芳 .‘ - _ 
• “… t — 
2 3 • 就 你 的 整 体 印 象 给 下 列 牌 子 诽 序 ， 1 至 G , 1 为 最 满 意 ’ ( 5 为 S 不 满 7 
更 士 莲 妮 维 亚 旁 氏 舒 欣 茏 兰 霜 / 汕 永 芳 ^ 
2 4 • 请 问 你 在 下 次 m 买 时 选 择 下 列 牌 子 的 可 能 性 为 ： 
肯 定 . 会 肯 定 不 会 
、） 1 2 3 4 5 6 , ; 7 
S 士 莲 — ——一 - — ^ ― 
妮 维 亚 _ _ _ _ _ _ — _ 」 一 — 
旁 氏 —‘ 
& 1¾ ———— 
玉 兰 霜 / 讪 - — 一 一 一 
办、号 - - 一 ― -一 — _一 - — — 一一 
苐 四 部 份 ， 
2 5 . 甲 . f e 家 中 是 否 有 电 枧 机 ？ 是 否 
i 
乙 . 由 星 期 一 至 六 , 一 殷 在 * 那 段 吋 间 看 电 枧 ？ _ 
0 7 : 0 0 - 1 2 : 0 0 1 9 : 0 1 - 2 0 : 0 0 一 … — 2 2 : 0 1 - 2 3 : 0 0 ― 一 一 
1 2 ： 0 1 - 1 8 : 0 0 _ _ 2 0 : 0 1 - 2 1 : 0 0 2 3 : 0 1 : 2 4 : 0 0 _ _ _ _ 
) — 
1 8 : 0 1 - 1 9 ： 0 0 2 1 : 0 1 - 2 2 : 0 0 不 定 
丙 . 在 星 期 曰 及 假 曰 ， n J i 在 9 那 段 H 问 看 电 视 ？ ’ 
0 7 : 0 0 — 1 2 : 0 0 1 9 : 0 1 — 2 0 厂 0 0 _ _ _ _ 2 2 : 0 1 - 2 * 3 : 0 0 
1 2 : 0 1 - 1 8 : 0 0 一 一 - _ 一 2 0 : 0 1 - 2 1 : 0 0 Z 3 : 0 1 - 2 4 : 0 0 
1 8 : 0 1 - 1 9 ： 0 0 … — 2 1 : 0 1 - 2 2 : 0 0 不 定 一 一 ― 
丁 . 你 曽 否 在 电 视 上 收 过 下 列 牌 子 的 广 告 ？ -
- 雅 兰 贝 西 — _ _ 丽 妃 _ _ _ _ 绿 丹 ® 紆 欣 玉 兰 油 一 一 ― 
永 芳 一 一 一 S 士 莲 乐 兰 莎 乙 — _ 妮 维 亚 莉 牌 . 
旁 氏 姿 生 堂 S S 露 美 ® 飞 
• 錢 
I l l 
4 
2 6 . 甲 . 你 家 中 是 否 有 收 音 讥 ？ ik 否 
乙 . 由 星 期 一 至 星 期 六 ， 在 哪 1 2 时 间 收 听 广 丨 S ？ 
0 6 : 0 0 - 0 8 ： 0 0 1 2 : 0 1 - 1 5 : 0 0 2 1 : 0 1 - 2 4 : 0 0 
0 3 : 0 1 - 1 0 : 0 0 1 5 : 0 1 - 1 8 : 0 0 不 定 
1 0 ： 0 1 / - 1 2 : 0 0 1 8 : 0 1 - 2 1 : 0 0 _ _ _ _ - • 
一 丙 . 在 星 m 日 及 假 • , 一 股 在 唧 段 时 问 收 听 广 墦 ？ _ 
： Q 6 : 0 0 - 0 3 : 0 0 一 … 1 2 : 0 1 - 1 5 ： 0 0 2 1 : 0 1 - 2 4 : 0 0 
― 一 0 3 : 0 1 - 1 0 : 0 0 1 5 ： 0 1 - 1 8 ： 0 0 不 定 
1 0 : 0 1 - 1 2 : 0 0 _ _ _ _ 1 8 : 0 1 - 2 1 : 0 0 — _ 
丁 . 你 曾 否 在 广 播 中 听 到 下 列 牌 子 的 广 告 ？ 
雅 兰 贝 茜 丽 妃 绿 丹 ® %r ^ _ _ _ _ 玉 兰 讪 — 
1 永 芳 K 士 莲 乐 兰 莎 妮 维 亚 ― 〜 莉 牌 — 一 
旁 氏 姿 生 堂 _ n ^ „ „ 露 美 一 一 谅 飞 ‘ 
2 7 . 甲 . 你 毎 夭 阅 读 多 少 份 报 纸 ？ _ — — & 
乙 . 你 曽 否 在 报 纸 上 看 到 下 列 牌 子 的 广 告 ？ 
雅 兰 贝 西 _ _ _ _ 丽 妃 一 … 绿 丹 ® if If t _____ 玉 兰 讪 “ _ _ 
永 芳 一 ― 一 2： 士 莲 乐 兰 莎 妮 维 亚 _ ， „ 莉 牌 _ 一 „ 
旁 氏 i S 生 堂 芭 • 瓷 M 美 U飞 
— 丙 . 你 毎 周 阅 读 多 少 本 杂 志 ？ 本 
丁 . 你 曾 否 在 杂 志 上 看 过 下 列 牌 子 的 广 告 ？ 
J 雅 兰 贝 西 丽 妃 _ _ _ _ 绿 丹 娜 舒 欣 玉 兰 讪 — _ 
永 - 芳 k 士 m 乐 兰 莎 _ 一 „ 妮 维 亚 _ 莉 脾 … 一 ） 
旁 氏 姿 生 堂 芭 萤 露 美 m 飞 — 
第 五 部 份 
2 8 . 你 的 年 龄 属 於 下 列 哪 二 幅 度 ？ 
1 8 - 2 0 - … 2 1 - 2 5 . 一 一 一 _ 2 6 - 3 0 „ _ _ 3 1 - 3 5 ― 一 一 
2 9 . 你 的 教 肓 — 水 平 为 ： 
个 • 学 t o 中 一 一 — 高 中 屮 专 _ — _ • 
大 专 或 以 上 未 接 受 过 正 式 教 肓 
3 0 . 你 的 ® 姻 状 况 ： 已 婚 ‘ 未 婚 , -
a. 
4 
3 1 你 是 否 已 訧 业 ？ 已 就 业 ( i f / 回 答 笫 3 2 S TL Vk T ) 
恃 业 ) 
学 尘 } ( 无 7 / 5 回 荇 2 2 IX 3 3 S ) 
家 庭 主 妇 } 
3 2 . 你 的 职 业 厲 於 ？ _ 
n j t 一 工 忡 一 
酒 店 / 旅 i g 管 理 
饮 饮 文 职 — — — 
其 它 服 务 闯 客 服 务 - - 一 _ ‘ 
苳 迸 — 1 ¾ 术 性 - — 一 - _ 
其 它 贸 易 • 导 帅 - 一 
裉 行 金 ® 个 体 户 / 企 业 玄 _ _ _ _ _ 
生 产 » 力 劳 动 
教 育 / 培 i 川 — - -
农 X'l 
3 3 . 你 的 工 丨 M a 位 屈 於 ： 
. m IS 企 业 体 i > i k 三 5 . l i - 业 _ _ _ _ 
个 体 户 教 T f / ¾ 训 仉 1 ¾ 行 & / ¾ 业 单 位 
其 它 
3 4 . 你 的 毎 月 工 资 ( 包 i J i 奖 金 ， 渖 貼 ， 以 人 民 币 计 猝 . ) I X 其 f l ! i 收 入 为 ： 
低 於 1 0 0 3 0 1 - 4 0 0 3 0 1 - 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 - 2 0 0 4 0 1 - 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 以 上 
2 0 1 - 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 8 0 0 一 … - ’ 
3 5 . 你 的 家 庭 成 员 有 几 人 ？ （ 只 包 I S 同 丨 主 ， 连 本 人 . ） 人 
i 
3 6 . M J 1 用 於 必 锦 品 的 支 出 . ( 包 坫 食 物 ， 交 迎 ， 诅 金 ， 水 屯 - 杂 1 0 , 教 t , 衣 服 等 ) 
J T 1 元 人 民 币 . 
3 7 . 对 本 问 卷 : { i 任 何 盘 见 ， 欢 i 0 1 ' f l 表 . 
3 8 . 1 3 上 姓 名 ， 方 ® 送 上 栌 肤 品 / 化 — 装 品 。 — 




 * , 
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Appendix III Brand Break-down of other 8 category consumption 
b. other Facial cosmetics 
Shanghai Guangzhou 
; . ... '- Brand Users Brand Users 
Maxam 34.3% xi Hua Lian 19.9% 
Aloe 33.4% Kao 11.8% 
Xiafei ' 18.6% An An 10.2% 
Shi Mei 1.9% Sareine 5.8% 
Dei Bao 1.9% Alana Bessy 4.2% 
Hazeline 1.0% Qirixiang 3.1% 
c. Lip-stick 
Shanghai Guangzhou 
Brand Users Brand Users 
Maxam 19 . 0% I Fruit-Ice 24.4% 
Ruby 12.9% Mentholadum 4.5% 
Fong Fong 7.6% Avon 4.2% 
Jiximei 6.7% Lady 1.3% 
Swallow 1.9% Christian Dior 1.0% 
Pheonix 1.4% Modana 0.5% 
d. Shampoo 
Shanghai Guangzhou 
Brand Users Brand Users 
Halsa 16.7% Rejoice 23.4% 
Head & Should 14.8% Kao 18.9% 
Agree 14.8% Head & Should 6.3% 
Wella 11.4% Tianqirenshen 2.9% 
Rejoice 6.2% Qirixiang 1.3% 
Swallow .1.4% Agree 0.5% 
e. Conditioner 
Shanghai Guangzhou 
Brand Users Brand Users 
Wella 14.3% Kao 14.4% 
Halsa 6.2% Feng Hua 5.5% 
Halsa 3.8% Qirixiang 3'.4% 
Feng Hua 3.3% Head & Should 2.4% 
Agree 3.3% Tian Li 1.3% 
Swallow 1.0% Agree 0.3% 
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f. Other Hair-care Products 
Shanghai Guangzhou 
Brand Users Brand Users 
... - ~. Maxam 44.8% Ador 12.6% 
yina 14.8% Feng Cai 5.3% 
Ador 8.6% Maxam 3.7% 
Xiafei 5.2% L.A. Look 2.4% 
Boron 2.9% Shelly 2.1% 
Ruby 1.4% Baodaili 2.1% 
g. Rouge, Face-powder & Foundation 
Shanghai Guangzhou 
Brand Users Brand Users 
Ruby 30.5% Ruby 2.4% 
Maxam 8.1% ' Avon 2.1% 
Fong Fong 7.6% MaxFactor 1.3% 
Xiafei . 6.7% Maxam 1.0% 
Shimei 1.9% Rose 0.8% 
Peilei 1.9% xi Hua Lian 0.6% 
h. Eye Make-up 
. Shanghai Guangzhou 
Brand Users Brand Users 
Alice 14.3% Avon 1.1% 
Maxam 14.3% Alice . 1.0% 
Ruby 10.0% Relvon 0.8% 
Kose 3.3% ·Christian Dior 0.5% 
Maifeiya 2.0% Dei Bao 0.5% 
Yves Rocher 1.4% MaxFactor 0.5% 
i. Perfume 
Shanghai Guangzhou 
Brand Users Brand Users 
Paris 22.9% Paris 2.9% 
Boron 16.2% Avon 1.6% 
Maxam 13.0% Cabo 0.5% 
Jenus 8.6% Dan Li 0.5% 
Ruby 2.9% Dream 0.5% 
Lilai 1.9% Ruby 0.5% 
Appendix IVA Summary of The Demographic Data of Participants 
Focus Group A 




















. Remarks # 1 -
# 4 -
# 7 -
(The Shanghai Session) 
18 20 21 22 23 25 























# 2 - Merchant 
# 5 - Teacher 
S - Single . M - Married 
28 29 30 31 









# 3 - Shopkeeper 
# 6 - Waitress 
1 - Primary School 
3 - Secondary School 
2 - F1 to F3 Level 
.4 - Post-Secondary 
5 - U~Graduat~ or Above 
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Appendix IVB Demographic summary of Respondents from shanghai 
and Guangzhou 
SHANGHAI GUANGZHOU 
Frequency Frequency ~ o 
=============================================================== 
Age : . ..... 18 20 8 9.5 26 16.4 -
21 - 25 50 59.5 79 49.7 
26 - 30 18 21.4 21 13.2 
31 - 35 8 9.5 33 20.8 
Total 84 100.0 169 100.0 
Education Primary 1 0.6 
Level Lower Secon. 4 4.8 14 8.9 
Upper Secon. 13 15.7 . 63 39.9 
Technical 25 30.1 39 24.7 
Tertiary 41 49.4 40 25.3 
Unclassified 1 0.6 
Total " 814 100.0 158 100.0 
Marital Single 24 28.6 56 35.4 
Status Married 40 71.4 102 64.6 
Total 84 100.0 158 100.0 
Employment Employed 79 94.0 149 89.2 
Status Unemployed 6 3.6 
Student 5 6.0 4 2.4 
Housewife 8 4.8 
Total 84 100.0 167 100.0 
Type of National 45 57.0 66 45.5 
Organ. Collective 4 5.1 77 4.8 
Joint-venture 8 10.1 17 11.7 
or Foreign 
Sole Proprietor 6 4.1 
Academic 5 6.3 3 2 . 1 
Admin. unit 17 21.5 42 29.0 
Others 4 2.8 
Total· 84 100.0 145 100.0 
Income < 100 4 4.8 4 2.5 
101 - 200 24 28. ·9 25 15.4 
201 - 300 37 44.6 82 50.6 
301 - 400 17" 20.5 31 19.1 
401 600 1 1.2 15 9.3 
601 - 800 2 1.2 
801 - 1000 3 1.9 
Total 84 100.0 162 100.0 
Appendix IVC 
A) Crosstabulation of Industry by Nature of Job for the 
Respondents in Shanghai 
customer 
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Total 11 35 9 12 7 2 
B) Crosstabulation of Industry by Nature of Job for the 
Respondents in Guangzhou 
customer 
76 
















































8 51 23 
Mgr - Managerial 
Clk - Clerical 
5 2 
Customer , Serv - Customer Service 
Techn. - Technician 
Teach. - Teacher 
Entre. - · Entrepreneur 
Blue Blue Collar 
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